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IN'rRODUC'rION 

This document presents issues specific '1:0 the design of a 
correctional facility for women. As the female inmate population 
grows, the inadequacy of existing institutions for them has become 
a more pressing issue. There is a strong temptation to build 
facilities that duplicate men's prototype facilities--and reolicate 
the inadequacies of those facilities--because such construct-ion can 
be accomplished relatively quickly and economically. As one expert 
interviewed for this study put it, "There's a tendency to build 
male facilities without urinals and call them female facilities. 
That's not enough." If the experience of incarceration is to mean 
anything more than punishment and incapacitation, both the 
facilities themselves and the activities that go on within them 
must respond to those who will use them--the inmates. 

This is particularly the case with women's institutions; it is the 
need for different management techniques and programming- that 
characterizes a women's facility as unique, just as much as it is 
differences in design and features. Female offenders' roles as 
parents, their histories of abuse, their involvement with crime 
because of distorted perceptions of their relations with men, their 
low skill and education levels and poor work histories--all these 
characteristics need to be addressed programmatically. The well
designed facility will support these programs and encourage the 
practice of skills taught in them:· self-sufficiency I improved 
relationships, responsible behavior. The physical environment can 
and does influence behavior by imposing its own set of expectations 
and limitations. A well-designed women I s facility, therefore, will 
impose a set of expectations that support programming goals rather 
than contradict them. 

This document is not intended to be exhaustive. Rather, its 
purpose is to identify design issues and heighten the awareness of 
correctional administrators who are contemplating the construction 
of a women's prison. It does not attempt to address the positives 
and negatives of co-correctional facilities or the effects of co
joining a women's and men's facility; the objective of the task at 
hand was to focus on design considerations for free-standing 
women's prisons. 

The lack of information and research on this topic made this study 
both interesting and frustrating to conduct. Administrative staff 
in the facilities surveyed showed a great deal of interest in the 
project, as did others who were contacted for opinions and advice. 
Han-I of these- i~divid'..lals =.g!:'~e.d rh:::lt more .infor:mation abou,t the 
needs of incarcerated women, and the optimal way to provide them 
~vith an environment that is conducive to programming and 
:::-eh=.bili ~ation, is desoerately needed--particularly in light of 
the accelerating number- of women who are being incarcera~ed. ~~~s 
:::-8;:0:::-':, ~:::er.., ::lay a2..so !::e ·,rier..;ed as ;::::-::;'1 :'::!i:'lg suggestions for areas 
of further research . 
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The primary research instrument used in this study was a telephone 
survey of seven women's institutions. This sample of institutions 
was selected to represent' diverse characteristics; the only 
criteria for selection were that the facilities could not be co
correctional and must have undergone construction or renovation 
since 1980. The survey was completed by telephone interview and 
is described in more detail below. 

This report contains the following sections: 

I. Research Findings. This section provides a brief literature 
review to establish a profile of the female offender, a review 
of recent litigation involving female offenders that may 
affect design, and a summary of relevant research on the 
relationship between environment and behavior. The primary 
source of information for this report was a survey of seven 
women's correctional facilities; the survey methodology is 
explained, and surveyed institutions are introduced, at the 
conclusion of this section. 

II. The Planning Process. This section presents an overview of 
the steps that should be taken in planning a women's facility 
and the issues that should be addressed. 

III. Issues in Building prisons for Women. This section presents 
survey results and discusses the issues encountered in 
constructing and operating a women's facility. It does not 
attempt to "solve" all the problems or answer all the 
questions raised; rather, it delineates what should be present 
in a women's facility and what was present in the facilities 
surveyed. The section contains discussions of management 
options, design issues, programs, and services. Exemplarj 
programs are also identified in some areas. 

IV. Design options. The final seqtion of the report offers some 
suggestions for concepts that can be employed in building a 
women's facility. Some innovative designs are presented, as 
well as discussions of design philosophy, the delivery system 
concept for providing programs and services, and cost 
containment measures. 
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SECTION I: RESEARCH FINDINGS 

PROFILE OF THE FEMALE OFFENDER 

This study was not intended to provide new data on the profile of 
the female offender; nevertheless, a review of literature was 
conducted to summarize existing research on the characteristics of 
incarcera~ed women. Much of the existing research is descriptive 
in nature and involves small, localized popUlation samples. 
Research that is national in character is needed to supplement and 
update Glick and Neto's landmark 1977 study. 

Who is the Female Offender? 

On any given day, approximately 17,000 women are incarcerated in 
state or Federal prisons; they represent 4.4 percent of the 
population of those facilities. Most of these women were sentenced 
for property crimes or robbery (52%), murder or manslaughter (20 
percent), or drug offenses (12 percent); about half of them are 
recidivists (Goetting, 1983; U.S. Dept. of Justice, 1988). 

Black women account for slightly more than half of the female 
offender population (U.S. Dept. of Justice, 1988). The "typical" 
female offender is likely to be a young (under 30), Black, poorly 
educated (an average of ~enth grade education or less), unemployed 
or low-skilled worker (Glick and Neto, 1977; Goetting, 1983; Wolfe, 
1984). Over half of the women in prison have children (more exact 
estimates vary significantly); the mean number of minor children 
is 1.7 (Goetting, 1983). 

The number of women in prison has doubled since the early 1970s 
(U.S. Dept. of Justice, 1988). opinion is divided on why that has 
happened. Iacovetta (1978) and other theorists have argued that 
the women's liberation movement; has led to W'omen assuming more 
"masculine" roles and, therefore, that the crime rate among women 
has risen closer to the crime rate for men. Arguments have also 
been advanced that rising female criminality is due to decreasing 
opportunities for women, particularly working-class women, as the 
overall educational level of the labor force has risen (Williams, 
1984). Studies have indicated that there is no great movement by 
women toward male-dominated crimes such as murder, weapons 
offenses, or burglary (U.S. General Accounting Office, 1979; 
N'illi~~s, 1984); in facti hatwee.n 1.979 and 1984, the percentage o'f 
women incarcerated for violent crimes actually decreased 8 percent 
(U. S. Deot. of ~rustice, 1988). Consequently, the fN'omen' s 
liberation movement: cannot be said to have an obviously significan~ 
effect on ei~her ~he crime ra~e or offense pa~~erns among women. 
:':: :::ay I h::::-,·;eve::-, ~ave ~ad an e==ec":. en t.."le attitudes of the j~d<?es 
sentencing women (Kempinen, 1983); perhaps more Nomen are oe~ng 
se~'":=nced as a-==:.:~..:.C:es abcu-= eq:'..:a:i~'" ar.:i sex ==:"e5 c!:.a:.ge .. 
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Between 1979 and 1984, the rate at which women were sentenced rose 
60 percent (U.S. Dept. of Justice, 1988). 

It should also be noted that the number of incarcerated women rose 
most sharply during the period when the percentage of the 
population between the ages of 18 and 30 (that is, the age of most 
incarcerated women) also dramatically increased. The number of 
male prisoners has also dOUbled since the early 1970s (U.S. Dept. 
of Justice, 1988). There are more women of the age at which most 
crimes are commonly committed, and more women are being sentenced 
for the crimes they commit. 

If it is arguable that the women's liberation movement has given 
women more opportunity to commit crimes, it is even more dubious 
that women's liberation has affected the attitudes or 
characteristics of female criminals. Epperson (1982) found that 
educational level, IQ score, and personality profile information 
obtained on women admitted to an Iowa prison in 1960, 1970, and 
1980 were remarkably similar. The female offender may commit crime 
out of economic necessity, but she still believes that men should 
be the primary support of the household (U.S. General Accounting 
Office, 1979). Very few female offenders have stable marriages or 
similar relationships; a pattern of short-term relationships or 
multiple marriages is very common (U.S. General Accounting Office, 
1979), and almost all female offenders are the sole support of 
their children (Glick and Neto, 1977). A woman's crime is likely 

• 

to have an economic motive, but that motive is much more often • 
supporting children or being part of a male-female team than it is 
the independent "achievement" of crime. As Ginsburg puts it, 
"[T]here are no feminists in prison" (1981:54). 

A significant number of female offenders come from backgrounds of 
poverty, neglect, and abuse (Ginsburg, 1981; U.S. General 
Accounting Office, 1979). They are likely to have a history of 
emotional problems linked with drug or alcohol abuse (Glick and 
Neto, 1977; Ramsey, 1980; U.S. General Accounting Office, 1979). 
Their physical health is generally poor (U.S. General Accounting 
Office, 1979). Consequently, they often arrive in prison 
frightened, ill, and unable to cope with the circumstances 
confronting them. 

Women adapt to prison very differently than men. They are much 
less likely to engage in violence during incarceration. Instead, 
they seek to re-create (or, in some cases, to establish) the kinds 
Qf raLatjansbips they are most fa~iliar with: family bonds. Wo~en. 
are much more likely than men to retain regular family contac~ by 
visit, phone, or mail (Goetting, 1983). Larson (1984) found that 
the fewer "outside" contacts a woman has--the greater her 
dependence on other inma'Ces--the more likely she is to maintain a 
:1egative attitude toward the law. Women who participate most fully 
in the insular "prison cuI 'Cure" are maSi: lii<ely to -=hi:;.k 0: 
~~S~Se17es as ==~~~als. 
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certainly, one of the most striking characteristics of the female 
offender is her dependency. She usually arrives in prison with a 
long history of u.I1l:let needs, peJ:haps the most crucial of which is 
the need for independence. She wants to gain economic 
independence by acquiring better job skills (U.S. General 
Accounting Office, 1979); she admires women who can "look after 
their own" (Mahan, 1984). Unfortunately, the system is which she 
is incarcerated very often discourages her from attaining that 
goal. 

The Prison and the Prisoner 

Feinman (1983) has discussed how the present prison environment and 
recent theories of female criminality reinforce the "traditional" 
female roles of wife, mother, and homemaker. She points ou~ that 
most vocational programs available to female inmates concentrate 
on low-paying areas that are consistent with this traditional 
conception: seT";ing, cleaning, food service, beautician, etc. 
Moreover, the inmate is not prepared to face the challenges of 
returning to the outside world. Even if she is very successful in 
acquiring one of the skills offered to her, she may be unable to 
use it. Who will care for her children? How can she support 
herself on the wages she will earn? These issues very often go 
unaddressed in correctional programming. The idea that she will 
not have to face reality, that she can find someone -::0 Ittake care 
of her" is thus reinforced. Even if attitudes toward women have 
changed, then, attitudes toward women offenders have not--or, at 
best, are changing at a much slower pace. 

The culture of a women's prison often supports this traditional, 
dependent role as well. The tightly-structured prison environment 
deprives the woman of control over many basic decisions, such as 
where she will live (and with whom), what she will eat (and when) 
and how her day will be structured (Mahan, 1984:123). The pattern 
of re-creating family relationships also reinforces dependency. 

Women in prison are most likely to be involved in some form of 
academic or vocational training and/or a work assignment in prison 
maintenance (food service, janitorial, laundry/dry cleaning, 
gardening) (U.S. Dept. of Justice, 1988). Given that the majority 
of available training programs emphasize "female" occupations, the 
inmate is likely to find it difficult to escape reinforcement of 
t~e ie.ea that she. should be - a.... h.omemaker o~' low-skilled wor:jcer. 
'J:1he correctional environment becomes very much like the environment 
the woman left: often, she receives the same kind of job training 
that led to her being underemployed or unemployed in the first 
place, and her educational deficit:s are lee: unaddressed (U. S. 
~:ne=a~ ~c==u~t~~; 0=:i~e, 1979). In addition, the woman's 
feelings of powerlessness and inadequacy may be reinforced by 
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substance abuse and/or belonging to a minority group (Ramsey, 
1980) . 

Sobel concludes that women's prisons IItend to be more punitive and 
punishment-oriented ~nd to lack the opportunities for vocational 
educational, social, and personal development that are present i~ 
many prisons for male offenders ll (1979:108). This is due at least 
as much to programming emphasis as it is to actual quantity of. 
programs available, although women's facilities lag far behind 
men's in that area as well. 

The stress and anxiety of such an environment has been found to 
influence the health of female offenders. Sobel (1980) notes that 
female prisoners are more likely to take psychotropic medication 
or tranquilizers than male prisoners; she also notes that mos'C 
women's facilities lack psychiatric and/or psychological services 
to provide treatment as well as medication. The female offender 
who is judged criminally insane is far less likely to receive 
treatment than her male counterpart. 

Gynecological services have also been found to be inadequate in 
many facilities (Leonard, 1983; Sobel, 1980). This is of 
particular importance because a significant percentage of the 
female prison population is pregnant at admission (Leonard, 1983). 

One of the female offender's most urgent concerns is for· her 

• 

children. Most offenders lived with 'Cheir children prior to • 
incarceration, and most expect to return to them upon release 
(Datesman, 1983). Usually, the children live with a relative while 
their mother is in prison, though Hunter (1983) reports that as 
many as one child in eight is placed in foster care. The offender 
is often worried about the loss of parental rights, which are 
sometimes terminated because the mother is judged Uunfit" due to 
her incarceration (Leonard, 1983). Efforts made to keep the mother 
and children together, and to ensure both contact while in prison 
and a healthy environment upon release, vary widely from state to 
state (Sobel, 1980). . 

Most inmate mothers maintain frequent contact with their children 
through telephone calls or visits, though they sometimes worry 
about the effect the prison setting will have on visiting children 
(Datesman, 1983). Bresler (1983) adds that the frequency of. 
contact is much higher for Black women prisoners. The children's 
caretaker may also worry about the setting and therefore be more 
:=-el:.:ct:!!"!t to bring t."le c.b..ild to _.vi.si.t. conversely, a pleasal1t, 
non-threatening setting makes mothers more likely to encourage 
their children to visit (Datesman, 1983). While an increasing 
number of states are establishing overnight visits for children, 
very few states allow inma'Ce mo'Chers to keep 'Cheir newbo~s in t~e 
.::::o-~, ~ ... --. ~cs"" -"s'" , .::I:::O~'.::1 ... Io,,,,,,i ....... ah~ os -.rr-Q,... ... ..,QV 1 <:lave t","'" hosoital --"----\,..1'... '- .... w. ... ---, - - .... --- ...... _- ,,--_ ... -_ ... __ -- - .. - _ 

(Leonard, 1983). 
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LEGAL ISSUES 1 

It is not surprising that women have traditionally engaged in much 
less litigation aimed at improving their conditions in prison t~an 
men. since the 1970s, however, the tide has begun to turn; an 
increasing number of female offenders are tu~ing to the courts to 
help them gain improved conditions and programs while incarcerated. 
It should be remembered that litigation is usually a long, slow 
process that brings little change to daily prison lire (Leonard, 
1983; Schweber, 1985). Corrections officials are often slow in 
implementing court-ordered changes, and because corrections is 
largely a self-regulating field, there are few checks to see that 
changes are made (Leonard, 1983). 

Areas of Litigation 
'. 

"parity" is the primary legal issue that is being raised by courts 
as the adequacy of women's programs, services, and conditions of 
confinement are evaluated. Although relatively few cases have 
addressed this issue to date, experts agree that there is a trend 
toward increased litigation in this area--and that the results will 
have a tremendous impact on corrections administration and design. 

The concept of "parity" is grounded in the Equal Protection clause 
of the Fourteenth Amendment. In Craig v. Boren2 the U.s. Supreme 
Court concluded that to survive an equal protect:ion challenge, 
classifications based on gender must serve important objectives and 
be substantially related to those objectives. Ironically, Boren 
asserted the rights of males who were subj ected to a higher 
drinking age than females under an Oklahoma law. Many federal 
district courts have considered the parity issue in the corrections 
context; all have concluded that any differences between facilities 
and programs provided to men and women must be justified by 
important governmental objectives. 

One of the first corrections cases that compared conditions for 
females to those of males was Mitchell v. Untreiner3

• In that 
Florida j ail case, the federal district court decided female 
inmates were denied equal protection because they were not provided 
with the same privileges as male inmates. 

. ~. 

'The authors gratefully acknowledge the contribution of Rod 
Miller to this section of the report. 

~1::a --_. , 2.975 j • ~...,-,..=4-.:::,.... 
- •• 1.-- -_ •• _- I ~2: :.Sup;:. (~j • J. 
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In Glover v. Johnson"', a federal cour-c examined the consti tu-cional 
adequacy of a women 's correc-:ional facil.:..ty in Michigan. The 
d,:"si:rici: court concluded that 'N'omen I s programs must be 
/I ... substantially equivale!'l't in sUbstance if not for:n. II 

The court ordered sweeping improvements for 'N'O me:: n, requiring 
additional vocational programs, industries opportunities, and 
alterna-cives to incarceration. The cou~ was not persuaded by the 
Si:a-ce's arguments tha-c providing -ene same range--and quali'Cy--o= 
programs was not feasible because of the smaller number of female 
inma-ces. When the state Has slow to implement the court's order, 
ex-c=aordina~f measures were ordered (639 F.Supp. 621). The cou~ 
empowered a court-appoi~ted administrator to design and implement 
educational programs for :a!!!.ales " ... on a :?arity 'N'i-eh male iI".!!lates" 
and gave ~he administrator full power to con~=ac~ for se~lices. 
In effect, the cou~ gave its ageni: a key to the state treasur!. 

According to William collins, /I ... parity of programs for female 
ir~ates is an issue of poteni:ially tremendous impac'C on 
correctiopal adminis'Cration, yet one perplexingly slow tc 
develoc./I.::I While it is clear that federal district courts demand 
good reasons for no-c providing par':"-ey of programs and fac':":':"~':"es, 
-ehe caselaw is s'Cill evolving. As co~rts require grea"C.er per 
capita expenditures for Nomen inmates asa result of parity cases, 
Coll':"~s 'N'onders if event"..lally :nale i:lmates ~N'ill clai:::! 
discr':"mination. 

In canterino v. WilsonQ, the federal district court found that 
Kentucky I s correc-cional facili ty for women provided disparate 
trea'Cmen-c, denying appropria'Ce vocai:ional, -eraining and educa'Cional 
ocoortunities. The cour-c also ordered the crovision of excectional 
legal facilities and assistance, which were greater than those 
provided to male inmates. When this was challenged by the state, 
the court affirmed ~~e requirement, noting that past deficiencies 
denied women inmates the opportunity Ito gain experience and skills 
comparable to their male II·..,rrit-writer" counterparts. 

Sometimes, parity requires the provision of additional. settings and 
opportunities. In M&Murry v. Phelps7, the court required 
arrangements for women 'Co be housed at a less restrictive prison 

(,.::aover '07. Johnsen, 478 :.su;p~ 1075 (=:.D .. Mich., 1979). 

5 ....... ,~~-S '-w ___ •• , William. 
'"I ~ • 
.... • \00,00 •• :"986 . 

=ca~~e~i~o v. ~i!son, ~~~ :.Su;;. 733 (W.~. Ky. ~9a6). 

'~·!c!1u~, fT. Phelps, 333 :.,supp. 7~Z (~';.J. La. :'98:;:). 
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-=::a- =-,.; ...:~~ wc .... e~ -- _-.-_- :"._ .. _...; -~ a--a~- ---",-- - -- -_________ w_ 4U, ..... - "-__ ~.,.,c·_ -"-' -- _.J, -_\004-=aw8e s,-awus. J..n 
Olvnick v. TaylorS, the ccu::-~ :ound that Women w~re being den;ec 
equal pro~ect:.ion beca'.lse ":.~ey we::-e no": g:'va:: wc::-k =e2.e;se 
~=:'7~~eges. Howeve=, a federal dis~rict cou~ noted that while 
;"", __ ",i-. ha"-dsb;cs w=-:::. ~--""se~ -:"! 1"\;s-_'_- .... ..: ... .." .. -;..~= -=_~_""_a_-Q_ "- _____ •• .. - -_. __ - _:-...., ..... ""-I.. __ __ __ _ '- _ "-____ _ 
ir~a,,:es because the Dist=ict did not operate a women1s facilitv, 
.. '-- ..... ~ons""': .... , .... .; ona' .... .: ~'"",,- - ··e-o "'0- -·;0' - .."; -' . :-'-.::l.e.!._..... '---....... - - --,:/---0::0 W __ •• '- 'I ... • al..ec.. _n tnat case, 't:.ne 
women were housed in a federal :acil:''':.y which was :ound ":0 have 
adequate programs; its location in West Virginia was viewed as a 
hardship by the court:.. 

The scooe of equal protection issues is still being defined by the 
cou~s. To date, litigation concerning female prisoners has raised 
conce~.s with programs, services, medical care, visits, staffing, 
searches, exercise, cell occupancy, diet, religion, sanitation, 
fail'.lre ":0 protect, and classification. 

COu:'"':s have rej ected argu:nents that women offenders cannot be 
provided with equal programs and facilities becuase of the smaller 
size 0= the female oooulation and the areater cost:. associated with 
providing parity. "In" Bulshari v. Hutto' 0 

, a federal district court 
concluded that, while it:. was sympathetic to fiscal concerns, such 
"practical" considerations could not be used t:.o jus1:ify operating 
a system t:.hat violates equal protection. 

Mal~ Officers in Women's racilitias. In recent years, courts have 
dec~ded t~a,,: an employee's righ~ t:.o equal employment oppor-:unity 
is of grea~er concern 'Chan an inmate I s right to privacy. As a 
result, courts have ordered =e~ale e~ployees to be assigned 
throughout male facilities--even if assignment involves occasional 
views of male inmat:.es in the nude. 

As ~~is caselaw becomes :i~lv rooted as the basis for correctional 
employee prac"t:ices, it is - increasingly common to find male 
employees assigned throughout female facilities. While it is 
possible to establish, ~o t:.he COU~S' satisfaction, that certain 
posts (usually involving obskrving inmates in the nude) 
legit:.i:tat:.ely require "sa:.le sex" s":aff assignment, it:. is difficult 
to establish gender as a "bono fide occupational qualification" 
(BFOQ) in correc~ional facili~ies. 

. -, 

3: :~.;=;..: .,. '!'avlc; :~t:.!':-=';, 5~3 :-. Supp. 742 (w. D. La. 1982). 

;:?i~":s v. Meese, 684 :.supp. 303 (D. D.C. 1987). 

10Sukhari "V. Hutto, 487 F.Supp. 1162 (:::.D. Vir., :980). 
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In Edwards v. Denartment of Corrections 11
, a male emolovee 

successfully claimed that he had been denied a promotion- at a 
women's prison becuase of his gender; the court found that a BFOQ 
could not be upheld in this case. In Torres v. Wisc. Dent. of 
Heal th and Social Services 12 a federal appeals court upheld the 
lower court finding that the state had not established a BFOQ and 
was discriminating against male employees at a women I s maximum 
security prison. 

Conditions of Confinement. Many cases have challenged the 
conditions of confinement for male inmates; these have been 
thoroughly analyzed in a recent research report prepared for the 
National Institute of Justice. 13 That research underscores the need 
to examine the "totality" of conditions of confinement" as the 
courts do in determining constitutional adequacy. The report 
provides specific ins·truments that will be used by the American 
correctional Association to assess conditions of confin~ment. 
Research suggests that the following physical plant components are 
examined by the courts: 

Facility Size 
Cells (size, fixtures;/furniture, light, number of occupants) 
Dayrooms (size, fixtures/furniture, light) 
Support Areas (exercise/recreation, education, programming, 
medical, visiting, work) 
Environmental Conditions (light, temperature, noise, 
ventilation, plumbing) 

Through a careful analysis of nearly 100 decisions, the courts were 
found to systematically "connect" or consider the following 
operational issues when determining the adequacy of conditions of 
confinement: 

supervision (type, frequency of health and welfare checks, use 
of closed circuit television, etc.) 
Staffinq (staff levels, tra~ning) 
circulation/Movement 
Classification and Separation 
Security (internal, external, equipment) 

1'Edwards v. Department of Corrections, 615 F.Supp. 806 (D. Ala. 
, OQ C:;, _J '-J"" J • . -

12Torres v. Wis. Dept. of Health and Social services, 838 F.2d. 
944 (7th Cir. 1988) . 

13,..",~",... '..1'~ , , 0"- a!":~ Wer-der. Research Findinas and 
---- --- , ._----- I 

Recommendations: Conditions of Confinement Physical Plan~ S~andards 
~ev:s:~n, ~er~can C=r=ec~~cnal Assn., 1989 . 
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operations (sanitation, classification, safety, security, 
length of confinement) 
Inmate Activities/programs (activities, programs medical 
services, food services, idleness/plan of day, o~t-of-cell 
time, visiting, recreation) 

Prisoner privacy. While most of the cases that have challenged 
conditions of confinement have been brought against male 
facilities, the emerging trend demanding "parity" for women's 
conditions can be expected to visit these same issues in. women's 
facilities. 

Conclusion 

Court decisions provide ample justification for designing and 
operating women's facilities in new and creative ways. It' is 
likely that this pressure will eventually create better conditions 
for female inmates, exceeding those provided for males. 

Consider this scenario: (1) women sue to gain parity with men; (2) 
in achievin.g parity, women increasingly secure better facilities 
and programs than men; (3) males sue to gain parity with the "new" 
standard set by women. Such a "Ttlhipsaw" scenario actually occurred 
when female staff began to sue for acce~s to jobs in men's 
facilities. 

It may be encouraging to think that the conditions of confinement 
provided for women in coming years may become one of the most 
potent forces for improving conditions in men's prisons as well. 

DESIGN RESEARCH14 

Very little research has been cond~cted specific to the needs of 
women in institutional settings. As the female prison population 
increases, new facilities will have to be built and old ones 
renovated. Work needs to be done to determine how facilities for 
women can best meet their needs and support beneficial activities 
and programs. 

Ruback (1984) found that crowding- affects female- prisoners somewhat 
differently than male prisoners.-_ Women tend to' spend more time in 
their cells and to get more deeply irrvolved ~ith thei::::- ::::-~~~atasi 
therefore, living conditions may influence their behavior more:· 
strongly than it does men's. I In Ruback's study, women who 

14T~e authors gratefully acknowledge the contribution of Richard 
iVener, Ph.D. \:0 'Chis sec~ion of ~~e ::::-spc=-:;. 
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per~eived that they had mor7 ,control over their physical 
env~ronment (fewer roommates, ab~l~ty to control lighting, a sense 
of private space) were generally happier with their environment 
than those who felt they had less control. Similarly women who 
liked their living quarters reported less anxiety, depr~ssion, and 
stress than those who did not. 

A similar study conducted with male inmates (Wener, 1980) found 
that some sense of ownership of space and satisfac-cion with 
surroundings contributed to fewer disciplinary reports, greater 
socialization, and less damage to the institution. Both studies 
indicated that overcrowding is directly related to disciplinary 
actions~ 

More than merely providing pleasant surroundings, however, the 
prison environment can encourage women to regain some of the 
control they feel they have lost. Research in design of mental 
health milieus indicates that use of natural materials, maximizing 
natural light, and adopting color schemes mixing neutral and 
"earth" tones can have significant positive effects on patients' 
socialization and level of anxiety (Davis, 1979). The designs of 
long-term psychiatric facilities and correctional facilities have 
many similarities; these points might be taken into account in 
building or renovating women's correctional facilities. In 
addition, allowing inmates to control lighting in their cells, 
using as much movable furniture as possible, and permitting 
flexibility in personal decoration may have positive effects on the 
inmates because such practices restore some degree of personal 
control and relieve feelings of frustration and helplessness (Lacy, 
1981). It might also be possible to allow inmates some say in 
redecoration or repainting, particularly if they do the work 
themselves (Lacy, 1981). The sense of control might also be 
increased by encouraging offenders to attend to such tasks as 
personal laundry, fixing snacks or a meal on the unit, and 
maintaining the dayroom or other common area (Lupton, 1987). 
While such tasks do not provide an expanded or "non-traditional" 
role for the inmates, they do allow them to take some 
responsibility for their lives while incarcerated. 

Space for parent/child visiting is also important. contact 
visiting for mothers and children, and insuring that children have 
as positive an experience within the facility as possible, are 
crucial to the well-being of both parties (Lupton, 1987). Since 
women's facilities tend to be small, designing many multi-purpose 
or flexible spaces o:::uo::Iy.r65 that a variet~l ~= activities can be 
accomplished without specifically dedicated space. 

Because Nomen tend to use medical services more than male prisoners 
(Lupton, 1987} , it is impor-cant to design this componen1: 1:0 be 
ac=essi=la ~~ a~~ i~~a~=s. ~~~~=~~ar at~ar.~~=~ should =e pai~ to 
accommodating gynecological examinations and pre-natal care. The 
physiological diffe=enc65 cf · .... c:::en 2.ead ::0 o~he:::- design 
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conside:-atior;s. The stress and discomforts of pregnancy may place 
added emphas~s on the need for privacy in rooms (Wener, 1989). 

Also, there are culture differences in some aspects of hygiene. 
Women use bathtubs more frequently than men (a fact reflected by 
the plumbing code). Providing only showers, then, may be seen as 
a hardship for women, while not so for men. 

The correctional environment can help to foster an independence 
most incarcerated women lack and can support and facilitate useful 
programming. The survey that follows was designed to determine how 
correctional environments are currently meeting these challenges. 
It offers insight into how jurisdictions that are planning new 
construction or renovation could improve their efforts to provide 
an environment that is secure but not restrictive, nurturing but 
not paternalistic, and that facilitates the operation of nec~ssary 
programming. . 

Environment and Behavior 

The effects of environment upon behavior have been documented in 
new, direct supervision institutions.. Direct supervision is a 
relatively recent innovation involving both management style and 
physical design, in which correctional officers are in constant, 
direct contact with inmates. Because many women's facilities are 
conversions or renovations, and not originally designed as prisons, 
indirect supervision of female prisoners is not the norm. However, 
these new facilities typically have eliminated the enclosed or off
unit control station. They provide officers with the capability 
of a high level of surveillance from a central unit area. Inmates 
in these facilities have considerable freedom of movement within 
the "pod" or living unit, and utilize various on-unit activity and 
program spaces. 

The guiding assumption in direct supervision is that direct contact 
provides officers with the ability to know what is going on in all 
sections of the living area, and to stay in constant and casual 
contact with inmates. Thus, officers are able to understand inmate 
problems and often prevent the occurance of disruptive behavior. 

Another important element of direct supervision is that these 
living units usually provide inmates with increased options for 
privacy. They can usually go into their cells and close doors, 
often vd.thout off.i.::e:;:- aid. ''I'!":.·is p:::ovides increased. abj] ity to 
avoid potentially difficult encounters~ and to control stressors, 
such as noise. 

Several evaluative studies have indica~ed that: these kinds of 
,..;~-=,-- :: .. -o.,......,L::;...,n "",.-~'~""~.::: ~= •• = '::::Iss V~"""Q""cQ less vandalism, ...... __ -- - _t-t:'-- ___ 'I..i ------ ---- ... _- -- - -- -"'-"'-_ •• -, -

and less stress than traditional facilities (Wener, Farbstein, and 
• F:-azier, 1985; ?ar=s-=ei~ =.nd iier.e:-, :s:09). Seve~2. "N'c:=en's t!.."1:"':s 
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were included in the studies cited above, and all evidence 
indicates that, in these respects, female inmates respond in the 
same positive way as did male inmates. 

The enivonment may also have indirect, but nevertheless powerful, 
effects on behavior. For example, new direct supervision 
facilities have been innovative in using "normalized" furniture and 
fixtures~-in an attempt to break traditional correctional 
environment stereotypes. They often use color schemes, furniture, 
and fixtures similar to home or work environments. These changes, 
when supported by staff behavior and management policy, help 
provide different behavioral expectations for both inamtes and 
officers. They imply a normative expectation that reasonable care 
will be given to the environment and that property destruction or 
physical aggression will not be accepted. 

This approach in some respects follows suggestions, such as those 
by Somers (1969), that "hard" settings (physically hard and 
difficult to personalize) challenge people to change them and dare 
users to vandalize, thus eliciting that behavior. By contrast, 
"soft" settings, by virtue of their human dimensions and fragility, 
encourage caretaking. 

Again, as in male living units, female housing areas designed along 
these lines typically have been remarkably free of destruction and 
graffiti. If anything, women may be more sensitive to these 
normative expectations reinforced by environmental design features 
(Wener, 1989). Since, as is noted below, women tend to be less 
likely to respond to stress aggressively or by destroying the 
environment, it may be even easier to avoid "hard" surfaces and 
materials for their spaces. 

Males and females respond differently to physical environments, and 
these differences may have impacts on some elements of 
environmental design. For example, there are studies from a 
variety of settings which suggest that women are less likely than 
men to resort to aggression as a means of dealing with 
interpersonal difficulties (see Gifford, 1988). Women are more 
likely to respond to stress by acting cooperatively rather than 
competitively. This is also true in laboratory crowding 
experiments, in which women respond cooperatively to a crowding 
threat, whereas men act competitively or aggressively. such 
findings should not be interpreted as suggesting that crowding is 
a positive experience for women. Crowding can still result in 
-~--~.::~---- .... s·· ... \o,""' .......... i ..... .,.' s-l-..-ac::s P::.t-hQ')'" it- mav be less lik='y .:::»..L..':J"1 ....... '-"a..,'- l:' 1'-.... ...,4.,..~-"'""-- ----.... ____ I ~-.. oJ. -.,... 

to evoke violent responses among women. In fact, in dormitory 
studies women have shown greater discomfort (but not greater 
aggression levels) than men when living in two and three person 
rooms, at least partly because TNomen spend more time in thei.::
.::-oo=:s, -..;hereas :::1en respc:-:c. 'to C::::·o'I'c.ed ::::c::ts by :.voiding them. 
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Differences in Space Use. It is difficult to discern the line 
between designing for cuI turally preferred behavior and reinforcing 
cultural stereotypes. For example, women traditionally engage in 
cooking as a family support and social activity_ Providing spaces 
for cooking can be positive, but providing only such areas would 
limit women to their traditional activities. Facility design 
should allow, but not restrict women to, such traditional roles. 

customarily, women have the role of planning, organizing, and 
maintaining control over domestic environments. Maintaining at 
least some of that control may be important in helping incarcerated 
women to maintain self-esteem and sense of competence. Women's 
correctional settings, therefore, may allow inmates to modify and 
personalize their space through choice over color, furniture 
layout, pictures, etc. Women tend to be more sensitive. tOt 
variation in their aesthetic enivronments than are men. Hence, 
aesthetic aspects of environmental design (e.g., color scheme) may 
be more critical to female inmates. 

In addition, women often show less preference for large muscle 
activities; they may be more interested in engaging in activities 
requiring fine motor coordination. Thus, large recreation yards 
may be less critical or appropriate, and might be replaced with 
spaces which can ~e modified for a variety of uses. A ball field 
might be less important, for instanc~, than an area which can be 
used for gardening and socializing . 

Because women respond to stressful situations more affiliatively, 
it may be important to pay more attention to designing spaces which 
support social needs. Useful designs might provide social areas 
for small groups with furniture arrangements. 

It must be repeated that there is little data on many of the areas 
commented on here, including women's recreational needs and use of 
institutional space. Research in this area is sorely needed. 

- ~ . 
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SURVEY METHODOLOGY 

This study includes data collected in a survey of seven women's 
correctional facilities located throughout the United states. An 
attempt was made to identify diverse facilities; thus, the survey 
incorporates both a 45-bed, one-building institution in Montana and 
a 600-bed campus-style facility in North Carolina. 

The primary focus of the survey was to identify design inadequacies 
in these facilities and to obtain information about the planning 
process that should be used for a women's facility. The survey 
contained a large number of open-ended questions, inviting 
unstructured participant responses. It was conducted through a 
telephone interview with one respondent, usually the institution 
warden. 

Survey results are incorporated throughout the sections: that 
follow. Because the survey instrument asked respondents to address 
the different operational areas of their institutions, results will 
be presented under those areas. The survey was designed to define 
what participants felt a women's institution needs, and how well 
they feel their institutions met these requirements. 

While the survey was not designed to provide a comprehensive 
picture of program and service offerings at the sample 
institutions, a lot of information was gained about these 
offerings. This material is incorporated into the discussions that 
follow. 

Characteristics of the institutions surveyed are summarized in 
Table 1, and brief descriptions are presented below. 

Louisiana Correctional Institute for Women 
522-bed facility houses women in maximum, 
security classifications. At the time 
population was approximately 500;.50 maximum 
medium security, and 200 minimum 'security. 

(st. Gabriel). This 
medi um, and minimum 

of the survey, the 
security inmates, 250 

The institution was builtin 1973 to house approximately 220 
inmates; renovation and expansion have been ongoing since 1981. 
Three medium security dormitories and a 48-bed single-cell maximum 
security unit have been added. In addition, the visiting area has 
been expanded, a new infirmary and a vocational education building 
have been added, and the kitchen has been remodeled. An additional 
24- ",~v; mum seCllr; ty/segregation_.cells are scheduled to open wi;thin 
six months. 

The facility was originally built around a central quadrangle 
containing the adminis~ra~ion building, a school/chapel building, 
a~d c~e la~;e do~itory. Kitchen facilities and all subsequen~ 
expansion surround this main quadrangle . 
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Kentucky correctional Institution for Women (Pewee Valley). This 
224-bed facility houses women in maximum, medium, and minimum • 
custody classifications. At the time of the survey, the population 
Nas six maximum custody inmates, 108 medium, 94 minimum, and 16 
close custody. Minimum custody inmates are housed in a modular 
unit outside the institution's secure perimeter. 

The original facility was built in 1938. Construction and 
renovation have been ongoing since the early 1970s, when a dairy 
barn was converted to recreation and visiting space and a 
vocational school was added. Subsequent additions include a chapel 
(1978), entrance station (1979), two honor units (1982), visiting 
building (1984) and four modular units (1986). A minimum unit 
housing 108 inmates will open in early 1989. Administration and 
vocational/industries buildings are also planned; both new 
additions should open in early 1990. 

The facility is organized around the entrance station and main 
building, which contains administration, the infirmary, and some 
program space. 

Minnesota state correctional Facility (Shakopee). This 132-bed 
prison houses inmates in maximum, close, medium, and minimum 
custody classifications. The current population is 2 maximum 
inmates, 44 medium, 37 minimum, and 42 close custody. An 
additional eight inmates from the Federal Bureau of Prisons system 
are housed at the institution. 

The facility was built in 1986. The main building houses all 
program and service components; five living units surround the main 
building. 

Iowa correctional Facility for Women (Mitchellville). This 124-
bed structure was converted for use as. a women's correctional 
facility in 1982. It houses women in maximum, medium, and minimum 
security classifications. At the time of the survey, approximately 
10 inmates were classified as maximum custody, 64 as medium, and 
50 as minimum. 

At the time of conversion (the facility was originally a juvenile 
reform school), central dining facilities were remodeled and new 
security equipment installed. Twenty-four additional beds were 
added in 1985. 

Montana Woman'a C~ectional center (Warm Springs). This 45-bed 
facility currently houses inmates of maximum, close, medium, and' 
minimum security classification, as well as serving as the women's 
receotion center. Currently, no inmates are classified as maximum, 
19 are close, 12 medium, 12 minimu~, and J are in =eception stat~s. 

The facility was built in the 1950s as a dormi'Cory for nursi:.g 
s-=::den-=s a!':c. "',.;as cC!":T.re:--=ac. ::0 a ~r:.scn :-"'1 ~3 a 2. • A. 7; ":..~a -= ":..i.:::e, ?a=-= 
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of the building was remodeled into a secure lock-down unit. 
Security doors, alarms, and other security equipment were also 
added. 

The facility is located on the grounds of the state mental 
hospital. Some services, such as recreation and medical services, 
are shared with the hospital. 

pennsylvania Correctional Institution for Women (Muncy). This 
facility, originally built in 1920 as a women's reformatory, has 
a rated capacity of 348 but currently houses 546 inmates in a five
level classification system: (I) MaxiIllUm, (II) Close Supervision, 
(III) Medium, (IV) Minimum, and (V) Pre-Release. At the time of 
the survey, four inmates were classified as Level I, with an 
additional eight inmates in administra.tive segregation. Twenty
two inmates were classified at Level V'; no inmates were at Level 
II. The remaining 512 inmates were classified at Levels III or IV. 

The most recent facility expansion was the addition of two 60-bed 
modular unit in 1985. A mental health u.nit and infirmary have also 
been added since 1980. organized as a campus, the prison complex 
contains 12 housing units (one was closed for renovation at the 
time of the survey) and a total of 44 buildings. 

North Carolina Women's Correctional Institution (Raleigh). This 
facility was originally built in 1936; cottage-style dormitories 
were added in the 1950s. The facility currently has a capacity of 
600 inmates. At the time of the survey, it housed 600 inmates, 60 
in close custody, 360 in medium custody, and 180 in minimum 
custody. 

Extensive renovation and expansion have been ongoing through the 
1980s. A 28-bed single cell close custody unit was added in 1982, 
followed by a vocational building in 1983. A 104-bed dormitory and 
a new medical services component opened in the spring of 1989. 

The facility consists of approximately 20 buildings in a campus
style configuration . 
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200 minimum 40% . ---
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16 close 7% 1978 

108 medium 50% 
94 minimum 40% 

---
214 total 
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44 medium 33% 
37 minimum 27% 
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---
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--- 1982 
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custody Levels Date Built Date Renovated/ 
and population Expanded 

1% 4 maximum 1920 Ongoing since 
2% 8 admin. seg. 1981 

93% 512 med.-min. 
4% 22 pre-release 

, 

I ---
546 total 

10% 60 close 1936 Ongoing since 
60% 360 medium (main campus) 1983 

I 

30% 180 minimum I 

--- 1955 

I 600 total (4 cottages) 
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SECTION II: THE PLANNING PROCESS 

Planning the construction of a new correctional facility, or the 
renovation or conversion of an existing institution, presents a 
jurisdiction with both opportunities and respons ibili ties. The 
planning process is the cornerstone of the facility; a safe, 
secure, humane, orderly, and efficient facility only results from 
careful, thorough planning. A new facility, renovation or 
conversion also represents a substantial investment of public 
funds; planners need to know how to get the most for the money and 
where financial resources should be concentrated. 

Some jurisdictions contract a planning firm to provide this 
service; others may expect it to be provided by the architect. 
Regardless of which option is followed, however, senior corrections 
department officials and selected operations staff from :the 
existing women I s facility should be integrally involved in the 
planning process. This ensures that policy issues that arise 
during planning are quickly addressed and that the personnel who 
will operate the facility have input into its development. It is 
also critical that this planning phase be given the time and 
attention that is its due. Failure to do so can result in an 
unsatisfactory facility that lacks needed program space and does 
not operate efficiently from a staffing standpoint. 

The following is not intended to provide a comprehensive discussion 
of the planning process; rather, the intent is to outline the key 
steps in planning and provide a sense of what is involved. The 
discussion is directed toward planning for a new facility, but 
planning for renovation or an addition of an existing facility is 
no less important. Figure 1 provides a model for the most 
important steps in the planning process. 

Needs AssessmenJc. It is impossible to develop a cohesive and 
manageable facility plan without clearly defining the needs the 
institution is to meet. This includes projecting the number of 
beds the system will need for women and the size of the facility, 
as well as examining whom the facility is going to serve. 

Forecasting and Profiling. Data collection to develop a 
statistical base for analysis of historical trends and projection 
of the rate at which the incarcerated female population will grow 
are essential elements of this process. As the incarcerated female 
population is increasing at _ ~ higher rate than males, ,a 
jurisdiction cannot rely on curr~nt proportions of incarcera~ed 
females to males and overall prison populat~on projections. The 
database should track inmates from admission through release so 
tha~ an average length of stay can be calculated; felony ar=ests 
~nd conviction rate t=ends, sentencing trends and the impact of 
good time credit on leng~h of sen~ence are all, variab~es ~ha~ Ni:l 
~~=:~e~ce ~~e =avelc~=e~~ 0= ac~:ta ;o;ula~~on ;==:ec~~cns. 
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TilE PLANNING PROCESS 

ACTIVATION 
'l'ransition 
planning 

I DESIGN REVIEW I 
ARCHITECTURAL PROGRAMMING 
Determination of space needs 

OPERATIONAL PLANNING 
Management Approach security concept 
Operating Concept organization 

Detailed Operational Plan for 
, each function and space 

I 
,. 

I DEVELOPMENT OF FACILITY MISSION 

NEEDS ASSESSMENT I 

Profile Information Staff/User Input ! 

Population Forecasts Alternatives to Incarceration 

Figure 1. 



Once population forecasts are developed, the anticipated proportion 
of inmates in each security level should be determined based on an 
objective classification system. The feasibility of developing 
alternatives to incarceration for minimum custody inmates should 
be explored at this time. A jurisdiction may find a community 
alternative more cost-effective than building and operating a 
minimum security component as part of the new facility. optimally 
the size of the facility should be such that it will be built to 
accommodate the projected population. However, the availabilitv 
of construction dollars frequently determines the actual number of 
beds that can be built; therefore, planning for alternatives is 
well advised. 

Forecasting the security level of the. future female population is 
only part of the needs assessment process. The profile of the 
projected population must also be studied. What offenses are women 
being incarcerated for? What programs are they most likely to 
need? What proportion need special services--pre-natal care, 
mental health treatment, substance abuse treatment, special 
education, services for the handicapped, etc.? What level or type 
of security is most likely to be needed? The facility should be 
responsive to the needs of its residents, both in terms of design 
(the spaces it contains) and programming (what is done in those 
spaces) . 

Therefore, in planning housing units according to custody levels, 
it is important to include not only the traditional categories, 
such as maximum and medium, but also to quantify the bed space 
needs for special populations or inmates with similar programming 
needs. This should include, for example, assessment of whether to 
develop dedicated housing for treatment of the mentally-emotionally 
disturbed, special housing for women who are pregnant, a dedicated 
unit fer intensive substance abuse treatment, and a determination 
of the number of infirmary beds. Program space should be planned 
to be flexible, so that activities can change in response to inmate 
need and other factors. 

How should needs assessment be conducted? One of the most 
effective resources is the existing inmate population. File 
searches, interviews, and structured work sess~ons (possibly 
through the establishment of an inmate advisory committee) can 
result in a thorough, accurate profile of the current offender, and 
can uncover information previously unquantified. While anecdotal 
information and staff perceptions are very useful during this 
process, they cannot be relied ~pc:?n as a SUbstitute for hard dat,a. 

Current needs are not necessarily an accurate prediction of future 
needs. Policy initiatives t~at may affect prosecution and 
sentencing must be analyzed to dete~i~e t~ei= potential ef=e~~.on 
~~e ~~~ate DODulation. Flexibility can be built into the fac~l~ty 
to accommodate unanticipated changes in inmate needs. 
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Development of the Facility Mission. One of the most important 
steps in establishing a new facility is to define its mission. In 
conj unction with system goals, the mission statement determines 
the focus of the entire planning process. Most correctional 
jurisdictions have a mission statement; it should be re-examined 
and, perhaps, refined when a new facility is to be built. A new 
facility represents a considerable resource to corrections; its 
mission defines how it can best be used within the current system 
of cor=ectional services. Whether the mission is to be primarily 
custodial or rehabilitative will influence the overall design. In 
a women's institution, for example, the mission statement should 
incorporate meeting the specific security needs of female offenders 
in addition to being rehabilitative. 

operational Planning. crucial to planning a new (or renovating an 
old) facility is development of an operational pr<::lgram, which 
defines in detail how the facility will function. This includes 
defining the management approach and operating philosophy, as well 
as analysis, identification, and definition of each component and 
activity that will take place in the facility. From this overall 
concept an architectural program is developed that identifies and 
defines the number, size, and location of each space to be included 
in the facility; this program is later used by the architect to 
develop preliminary construction plans. 

The first step is to define the facility's operational concept. 
This usually includes the type of management approach under which 
the facility will operate, which in conjunction with the facility 
mission establishes the direction for the remaining tasks in 
development of the plan. It includes examination and decision
making on issues such as centralized or decentralized management, 
direct supervision, organizational structure, and security. 

The security concept includes building construction type, security 
zoning for facility operations, type of security technology to be 
used, perimeter security (perimeter fence, lighting, access and 
egress, pedestrian and vehicular: access) and the various security 
levels of the housing components. Security decisions are made in 

'conjunction with the classification and custody leveL information 
and the operational concept". 

Following determination of the conceptual approach to management 
and operations, the functional organization of the facility is 
determined. This entails deciding housing unit size based on the 
total number of beds at each level of classification. If a 
decentralized management approach is to be used, ~he decision to 
cluster certain types of housing units according to classification 
or function needs to be made. Administrative, security, program, 
service, and suppo~ func~ions that Hill take place in the facility 
are identified and the decision is made as to whether they will be 
cen~ralized or decen~ralized . 
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It is important that the types of programs to be provided in the 
facility are identified at this time so that appropriately sized 
spaces can be planned to accommodate them. This holds true for all 
activities that will take place in the facility. 

The next step in the development of the operational program is to 
determine in detail where each of the functional components of the 
facility will be located; what functions need to be in close 
proximity to each other or co-located, etc. Then each activity 
that will take place in every component of the facility should be 
defined in terms of operational scenarios. The flow of inmates 
from reception to living unit to discharge should be defined as 
part of the operational planning process; this allows the planning 
team to determine staff efficient ways to operate. Mode of program 
and service delivery must also be considered at this time. During 
this process, preliminary estimates of the number and types of 
staff needed to operate the facility are determined. This prov.ides 
a very concrete way for the jurisdiction to assess future staffing 
costs. This in turn drives the planning team to consider how the 
facility can be operated in the most cost effective way and still 
provide quality programs and services for the women. The 
archi tectural space program is subsequently developed from the 
information provided in the operational program. 

Architectural Programming. Using appropriate standards and 
guidelines, the architectural program provides a list of each space 
required in the facility and the square footage to be assigned to 
each space. Functional adjacencies and relationships identified 
in the operational program are noted and a building "footprint" 
emerges which allows investigation of site requirements. capital 
cost estimates are drawn from this. Again, review of these spaces 
by the "user agency" is important to ensure that the space program 
reflects the desired operation. Preliminary estimates of capital 
and operating costs result from this work, which provides the 
facility owner with an understanding of the overall costs required 
over the life of the facility. 

Design Review. The planning process does not end with development 
of the architectural program. Senior corrections staff who will 
operate the facility should also be part of the design review 
process to ensure that the intent of the operating and 
architectural program is interpreted into design. In. addition, in 
the event overall square footage must be cut from the design to 
meet budget guidelines, these decisions should include the "user". 
As the design is refined. staffi.ng needs can be more accurat~ly_ 
assessed and posts defined. During this phase the user also 
becomes involved in equipment and furnishings selections, and 
selection of colors and materials for wall coverings and floors. 
This is an impo~ant par~ of the planning pr~cess because 0= ~~e 
~syc~clcgical i~pact the ~ediate environment has on the behav~or 
and mood of the women who will be incarcera~ed ~here. 
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Activation. Finally, while the facility is under construction the 
corrections department should begin the process of planning the 
activation of the new facility. If the management/operational 
concept of ~e.new ~acility is different from the existing facility 
and that fac~l~ty ~s to be vacated when the new one comes on line, 
adequate planning for occupation is critical: planning for 
occupation is also necessary when the style of management does not 
change. A transition team including the facility administrator and 
other key senior staff who will work in the new facility, should 
be assembled to plan for the facility opening. Tasks associated 
with this include refining staffing patterns, development of hiring 
schedules, defining position responsibilities, developing 
procedural and operational manuals, development of staff training, 
inmate orientation, and the many other details of a smooth 
transition. 

setting Priorities. As plans become more specific, it is rare that 
needs and resources will align without conflict. If a budget limit 
has already been set and what is considered optimal exceeds the 
limit, then decisions need to be made regarding now cost will be 
contained: this usually requires some scaling down in such areas 
as programs and services, equipment, securi ty technology, and 
construction materials. 

The prioritization of where costs can and cannot be cut will be 
different for a women's facility. In a women's facility, as noted 
above, the medica~ and mental health areas and services are very 
important: women use medical services at a higher rate than male 
inmate populations. Another priority that should not be sacrificed ' 
to cost is deve~opment of smaller and more intimate housing units., 
While male inmates, for the most part, function well in large 
hous ing uni ts and more impersonal surroundings, women do not. 
Programming and. space related to parenting and child visitation 
should also be cansidered a priority because of the sensitivity of 
women to separation from their children. Self-improvement programs 
are equa~y significant for incarcerated females who, as profile 
research indicates, need and want~to become self-sufficient. 

On the other side, the need for costly "hard" perimeter security, 
hardware, building materials, and high technology security systems 
is lower in a women's facility. Therefore, economies can be 
realized in these areas in women's facilities which will offset 
the additional square footage needed to meet other needs. 

In addition. ootions for economizing can include some paring down 
of square footage, the use of- fower-grade manual locking sysi:'ems 
as opposed to automated systems, phasing-in of bed construction to 
allow cost phasing, and the development of non-structural 
alternatives for women who are considered ~i~i=~~ custody. 
~ecisions as to which octions to use in" prioritized order should 
be made by persons ai: the policy level (wich inpu~ from op7rai:io~s 
~ ... ...; --... ,..--"" ... ""e"'"scr:me 1 'J' -c~ ~ ... ·r.:ak=,.-s srot:..:.:!. -==a.:...~ f'.!.llv l...'1for!!led _ ...... ~_ ..... ~ _ _ ......a. ::' _ _. _ , ~ --~. -- • -- .. - -
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of t~e operational i~pac~s of their decisions. 

Time Consiaerations. The amount: of ti:::1e reauired for adeauate 
... 1 "',... ... i ........ ~s sho-- comoa""o,..l t.-. ....... 0 '"'ene-Fi+-- ,...-~i:'o,..l J::_ ;.1-' -- ... .... ~-- •••• - •• "j - J. -- ••• --_ ..J ....... - ... ___ ., --: ___ •• _ ... __ :::I:t __ • ~!'l ,-... 9 

ias~e ~o const=uc~ because of cou~ pressure, this i:::1oo~ant ~hase 
can be shortened and inadequately conducted, which more often-than 
~ot: results in i:'1adequate facilities. Of t~e facilities surleved, 
only three respol'ldent:s report.ed any involvement in planning;-the 
degree of ~heir ~:'1volvemenc varied and ~he ex~ant: of t:he planning 
process it:self varied. The Minnesot:a facility at Shakopee repor"':ed 
t~e ~ost involvement and the highest level of satisfaction with the 
::-esulting facility. While it may appear that: this is obvious, 
given the fact that the :1i:1nescta facil~ ":.y ',.;as the :"lew-est i:'1 the 
sur--ley, equal planning ar:.d care should be devoced to renovation. 

Planning ana Legal Issues. The types of litigat:ion being pursued 
bv i:'1mat:9s--both :tale and fanale--se:""le as a basis for identifving 
p;t:ential problems for those who plan, design and operate wom~nls 
facilities. The cou~s provide few s~ec;fic design i~perat:ives, 
but: indicate many import:ant design orincioles that should be 
considered. While it is virtually impossible to design a 
"l':",:':"gat:ion·~orcof" ::ac':":':"~y, t:he fcl:c-:.v·i::.g s~;;es~':"ons ~av :-:el::: 
keep jurisdict:ions consc~ous of t:he ~mpo~ant: issues being raised 
i:1. the cour~s. 

View the ::E'acility i:1 its Totality. Desi;-::ers should: avoid. 
focusing too closely on specific design element:s or features 
in an effort to meet: court: requirements. Rather, it is clear 
that: courts will.evaluat:e the ent:ire physical and operational 
environment: to det:ermine its adequacy. 'rherefore, 'Nhile 
providing additional toilets, showers, or a bathtub might seem 
reasonable at~empt:s to be sensitive to the special needs of 
women, failure to provide proper s~affing, progr~ms or 
services can quickly obviate such design features. 

I 

Provide Flexil:lili ty. Caselaw in this area is evolving slowly. 
It is impossible to predict what requirements may be 
es~ablished in the future--just as the future charac~er of 
inmate populations is difficult to predict. Therefore, 
facilities should be designed to permit flexil:Jil.ity for future 
operat:ors. For example, an industry that seems well-suited 
for female inmates ~=day ~ay be found to be discriminatory in 
-I.. .:: -. --"'eC'U~ -~"'g a c .... ange ;,.. -I..:::. "se 0'= "'he ; "'d"st-· ...... e .. 'J. ... ure _ _ ___ 0. •• _ •• ___ - ....... _h - -.! 

space. There are many ways t:o design and cons~ruc~ a 
c=r=ec~ional facility t:o ~rovide opt~ons for changing use~s 
ar.d ~ses; al~ ~f ~hese should ~e sys~e~at:~cally employed ~~ 
a No=en's =ac~:':"~7· 

?~epare :0= Jiversi:7 of ?==qra:s. 3=== ==c=~~ =asas s~g;es~ 
~::'ai: ,.,ocat:~onal, ecii..4cai::.=::a2. =.::.:i even !.:::i'..!s-=r~es ~r=:;==.::rs ::t:.Si: 
= a ?=='flided. "N-:' -::: ==::;:a==-= l. -= =.:.. .. ;==5:. -:-~- :: = ·N-c=:en. =as :.~s=s 
should consider ~~e need ~o ~el~7er =any ~~==e::-e~~ ;==g::-acs, 
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make ~hem efficien~. It may no~ be unusuai to find several 
small classes requi~ed a~ the same t~me. 

prepare for crowaing. Many co==ec~ions eXDe~s believe t~at 
c=owding is more severe for women inma~es ihan for ~hei= ~ale 
cou~~erpa~s. When ~~is is ~=ue, ~he likel~hccc ~~a-: 
li~igation will be initia~ed is ~uch higher. Some believe 
t~a~ female popula~ions wi~l grow dispropo~ionately fas~er 
t~an the male popula~ion. != this is the case, new women's 
fac ili ":.ies ::lay =ace space pressu:=es sooner than ex"Oec-=ed. 
Again, there are many design ~echniques that can be used ~o 
an~icipa~e crowding and mit:gate i-=s i~pact; all of these ~us~ 
be employed for women's facilities. Fu~her, the ability ~o 
efficien~ly expand such facilities must be ensured . 

.:.Location:. There are hints in recent l.i tigation tltlat the 
loca~ion of a women's facili tv mav be considered in the 
de~ermina~ion of pari~y. Be sure ~ha~ women's facili~ies are 
no~ located in remote regions, causing hardships for family, 
f:=iends, and counsel. Carefully consider the location 
decision, and docu~en~ the process ~o demonstrate tha~ is was 
done properly. 

Diversity of Classification. Cour~s have demanded tha~ all 
levels of classifica~ion and all -:ypes of "alterna~ivesll be 
provided ~o female inma~es. While the number of male in=a":.es 
in a sys~em would allow separate facilities to be cons~ruc-=ed 
for each dis~inc-= classifica~ion, smaller women's facili~ies 
must necessarily provide this diversi~y on one site or in one 
str".J.c't:u=e. Designers mus~ be sure that a full range of 
se~-=ings a:=e available, including low-securi~y op~ions (e.g., 
pre-release, work release). I~ may no~ be sufficien~ ~o house 
work-release inma~es wi~h o~her classifications. 

Proviae Privacy from Male Stat!. Designers would be wise ~o 
assume that male staff will. work in all areas of a facility. 
with tha't: in mind, p=ovisions should be made to offer fe~ale 
inmates a degree of privacy withou~ compromising security. 
This will be especially impor~a~t in housing areas. ~ur-~~e~, 
SUfficient staff facilities should be provided for both 
genders. 

Legal Materials. Facili~ies and services a"Ooroved for male 
i~~a~es by the cour~s may ~ be found ~o be- sufficie~t fo= 
'Women. Designers snouid-· make provisions ~o expand ~ega·l. 
li~raries and legal assis~ance ac~ivi~ies. 

Per capita Cost. Cour~s have s~a~ed ~~at "Oa~ity for women 
Nil: be achieved, =ega=dless of ~os~s. Jesign, cor.s~=~c-=icr. 
a:-:=. c=e=a-::..::= ex;:e::ses ::::.::- ;:= s:;::':"'::'=a::":.:~i ::'':';::e= ",,"'::'::: 
measur-ed on -a pe= capi -:a basis because of the lack of 
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economies of scale enjoyed in men's facilities. When costs 
threaten to constrain a design, careful consideration should 
be given to potential legal ramifications. When in doubt, 
risk avoidance would suggest that it is better to provide the 
space (or other design feature) than risk triggering expensive 
court inquiry into the entire operation. 

~. 
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SECTION III~ ISSUES IN BUILDING 

MANAGEMENT 

Planning a new facility, or renovating or converting an existing 
one, allows correctional jurisdictions to consider alternative 
approaches to management and the delivery of programs and services 
to inmates. Management considerations that will directly influence 
facili ty design include: centralization or decentral.ization of 
management responsibility, organizational structure, and staffing 
configuration. 

Five of the seven facilities surveyed report using a centralized 
management approach; three of these facilities housed less than 
225 inmates. Minnesota and Louisiana use a decentralized approach; 
Pennsylvania and Kentucky report a combination of both approaches. 

centralization/Decentralization of Management, 

The choice of management style will greatly influence the character 
and atmosphere of the institution and the behavior of its inmates. 
Management approach can also increase both staff and inmate 
perceptions of the environment as safe and secure. Environments 
that foster this perception permit direct supervision without 
architectural barriers that can inhibit the development of mutually 
beneficial relationships between them. Regardless of the style of 
management, all the surveyed institutions report using direct 
supervision. tt.r<tJJ-~~ ~ ~ 

If the female inma'te population is large or expanding rapidly, a 
decentralized approach to management should be considered as it 
has potential for resulting in a smoother running facility. Roy 
E. Gerard provides a succinct defi'nition of unit management: 

unit Management is an approach to inmate and institutional 
management designed to improve control and relationships by 
dividing a large institution population into smaller, more 
manageable groups, in order to improve the delivery of 
correctional services.' 

1~=., :::. Gar:.r=. (1988). "unit Management." Paper presented at 
Nationai Workshop on Uni~ Managemen~ sponsored by Na~ional 
:~s~~~~e of Cor=ec~~=ns. 
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Selection of a decentralized management approach must in addition 
to the size of the population, consider the following elements if 
it is to be implemented successfully (Gerard and Levinson, 1988):2 

Delegation of Authority. The unit manager and his/her staff have 
specific decision making authority, that is stipulated in written 
policy, over the functions and activities of the inmates designated 
to the unit; the unit functions like a mini-prison within the 
larger prison environment. 

staff are Assigned to specific units. Multi-disciplinary staff 
are assigned to a unit and work with the inmates housed there as 
members of the unit's management team. This includes defining the 
roles of unit management staff so that inmcltes know who they must 
go to for resolution on different issues and ~taff know who to 
redirect inmates to, to avoid being played one against the other. 

, 

staff Offices are loqated on or near the unit. In addition to 
correct,ional staff who are assigned to work in the housing unit, 
the offices of case managers, counseling, and program staff are 
located close to or in the housing units to provide proximity to 
the inmates to facilitate interaction between them, which results 
in a better working relationship. 

Assignment of inmates to units is rationalized. Housing 
assignments are based on criteria that house inmates with similar .• ' 
profiles together: which reduces friction and allows staff to manage 
better. It also provides cues for inmate program planning. 

If a decentralized approach is chosen, the overall facility design 
should be reflects that approach. A campus design, with smaller 
and less traditionally institutional building, will facilitate this 
approach. Consideration should be given to clustering groups of 
housing together according to like security designations or 
missions. For example, medium custody housing can be grouped into 
one or two management units, depending on the size of the medium 
custody population. Medium security clusters can also be 
designated special missions that characterize the populations; one 
could be designated for inmates who are older and more stable and 
work in industries or institutional cadre, another for women who 
are newer to the institution and may have a high involvement in 
education. 

Many of the services that are traditionally centralized, such as 
dil"lil"lg :ll"ld recreation, can be de~entralized. Each housing clus;ter. 
can be designed with its own unit activity center, which is 
direc~ly accessed by inmaces in that cluster. The unit activity 
cen1:er can contain spaces within which decentralized services, such 

Gerard and Rober1: Levinson (1988). 
r.; n:' ':. :-!an. a g e!:l en 't: , .Q£ 
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as ?o~nseling, e<?-ucati~n,. and inmate service~ are provided. In • 
add~t~on, the un~t act~v~ty center houses un~t management staff 
offices and conference space. Organizing housing and the unit 
activity center together in a cluster promotes staff-inmate 
interaction, enhances inmate access to programs and services, and 
minimizes the escort function. 

The following provides an example of the division of centralized 
and decentralized functions in a SOO-bed facility that used a unit 
management/decent.ralized approach to delivery: 

Centralized Activities Decentralized Activities 

- Facility administration - Inmate dining 
- Security operations - case management 
- Staff services - Recreation 
- Receiving and discharge - Arts and crafts '. 

- Library services (law) - Library services (general) 
- Medical/infirmary - Sick call 
- Intensive Mental Health - Psychological services 
- Kitchen - unit management 
- Institution laundry - Personal laundry 
- Vocational training - Visiting 
- Prison industries - Academic education 
- Intensive Susbstance Abuse - Substance abuse education 
- Pre-natal/health education - R"eligious services 
- Overnight child visitation 
- Facility management/warehouse 

The above listing is not intended to be exhaustive; further 
discussion on facility layout and environmental design is provided 
below. 

organizational structure 

Choosing a management approach al~o brings into focus additional 
related issues, such as the type of organizational structure that 
is needed to support it. The traditional organizational structure 
that defines top management as responsible for functional areas 
throughout the entire institution (i.e., security, programs, 
support, etc.) is supplanted under the unit management system to 
a flatter organizational structure that has unit managers reporting 
directly to the institution administrator or his/her deputy. Staff 
resoonsible for functional areas take on more of a support and 
coordinator role, because unit~· managers and their S1:arr are" 
responsible for all functions that occur within that housing 
cluster. In general, unit managers are at the same level in the 
chain 0 f command as m:::er depar:::!en-= heads in t~e institution. 
Figure 2 provides an sample organiza1:ional chart for decentralized 
management. 
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Implementing a decentralized management approach reduces span of 
control and effectively divides it to allow decision making 
pertinent to the inmate population be made by the persons most 
familiar with them. This in turn requires that thought be given 
to the size of a management unit. At the National Workshop on Unit 
Management Concept Refinement held in-l988 in Columbus, Ohio, staff 
from correctional jurisdictions using a unit management approach 
considered the optimal number of inmates to be included in a unit 
management cluster to vary from 72 to 300 inmates, the overall 
ideal being l60. staffing per unit, excluding 24 hour correctional 
officer coverage, ranged from 3 to 7 staff, the average being 5 and 
the mode 6. Staff-to-inmate ratios ranged from l:l4 to l:58, the 
average being l:32 (Gerard and Levinson, 1988). 

As management functions and positions are decentralized, decisions 
that will j~pact design follow. For example, the number and type 
of staff assigned to a housing cluster will impact the locat~on of 
offices and conference space for unit management team meetings. 
Whether inmate records are to be centralized or decentralized will 
impact the size of the records area and type of construction that 
should be considered. Some jurisdictions choose to keep a day-to
day working record at the unit level, with a centralized records 
area for the "main" record. If the record is to be managed this 
way, the centralized records office and staff would be smaller than 
if the records function were completely centralized, because the 
unit clerk and unit staff are taking over its maintenance. Records 
storage at the unit level, however, must be secure. 

staffing configuration. The type and number of staff positions 
that will be needed to operate a new facility is also influenced 
by the management concept. Under a decentralized, unit management, 
approach, a unit manager heads up the unit management team that 
comprises a case manager (s), correctional counselor (s), a unit 
clerk, and the correctional staff who are responsible for 24 hour 
coverage in the housing units. Education, medical, and mental 
health staff may provide services to more than one unit cluster in 
the spaces provided in the unit I s'activity center or in centralized 
space, depending on the degree of decentralization. 

The impact of the management approach on staffing and training 
needs will vary according to the model adopted; this in turn will 
impact the sizing of spaces required to support the staff, i.e., 
lockers and shower facilities, staff exercise area, the size of 
spaces for training and role call. These issues are further 
discussed below. 

~-

SECURITY OPERATIONS 

Peri~eter Security. The type and extent of perimeter securicy 
impacts che image of che faciii -cy :Oo-=~ 'Co ::"::1:::a'Cas a:ld ~:: ':....':e 
::t:;:l.':'c. While per:!.:=eter sec:l=::"':.~· =.'..!.St. L,,:su.~e--and must 9roj ect the 
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image--that the inmate popuLation is contained and the public 
protected, it also must be able to alert security staff of attempts 
to breach the security of the facility. The perimeter should be 
developed according to the type of inmates housed there and their 
security needs. In the case of a women's facility, alternative 
perimeter designs should be considered. 

The perimeter security system can be envisioned as the integration 
of the following components: security fences, intrusion systems 
and/or electronic detection devices, lighting, and access and 
egress controls. The use of towers is not necessary; perimeter 
checks should be made via 24-hour mobile patrols. If the decision 
is made to keep the internal environment fairly "open" and to use 
mainly conventional institutional construction techniques (as might 
be appropriate for a minimum/medium security women's facility), 
then a stronger perimeter security system should be .considered. 
In a women's facility, both a strong perimeter system and strong 
internal system are not generally necessary because the maximum 
custody population is so small. 

A separate housing unit could be isolated from the others for 
inmates classified as maximum. This unit would have a different 
character and "harder" environment. A second fence with razor wire 
can be placed around this unit alone, rather than around the entire 
facility. An electronic sensing system can be installed between 
this second security fence and the outer perimeter. This could 
result in substantial cost savings compared with the alternative 
of a double fence and sensing system around the entire facility 
complex. 

Medium security housing generally requires a single fence with 
optional razor wire. A perimeter patrol would be required 
periodically to inspect the fence. The decision of whether or not 
to fence the entire complex depends on several factors: first, the 
distribution of the facility population over the various custody 
levels; second, the historical rate of escapes; third, the location 
of the facility; fourth, expected pUblic perception of the facility 
and anticipated reaction to an escape. A secure perimeter fence 
alerts the public to keep out as well as deterring escape attempts. 
If the facility is in a highly populated area, a single fence 
without razor wire may be considered as an alternative to avoid the 
"hard" appearance and the accompanying perception that the inmates 
are "hardened" criminals. Of course, safety should never be 
compromised fc the sake of appearance. But the profile of the 
female offende~ should be considered during the security planning 
process. For example, women are less likely ~o attempt escape 
than men, and those escapes that are attempted are more likely to 
be impulse actions; the inmate will not have planned very far in 
advance and will generally ac~ alone. Therefore, adequate staff 
su-:=e~,ision and control of internal movement is at least as 
important to controlling escape a~~emp~s as a double =ence. 
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Generally, it is not feasible to isolate minimum security housing, 
although these units could be located outside the fence. If the 
facility is designed primarily for minimum security inmates, 
however~ perimeter fencing could be eliminated because inmates in 
this classification are likely to work, attend school, or have 
furloughs in the community; their behavior will not warrant 
perimeter security beyond a "nuisance" fence (designed more to keep 
intruders out than inmates in). 

security Hardware. Hardware is not a SUbstitute for supervision, 
and it cannot guarantee a trouble-free facility. In women's 
institutions, construction costs can be reduced by choosing 
appropriate hardware, which is generally far less expensive than 
for a men's institution. 

The maximum and segregation units of any facility must be equipped 
with appropriate hardware for lockdown, and the design of'. these 
units must consider the possibility that inmates will be 
potentially violent and destructive. Secure furniture, steel 
commodes , high-security locks, and reinforced construction will 
probably be necessary. However, in most women's facilities, these 
cells represent a very small percentage of the total. The maj ority 
of the facility can be constructed using less secure hardware and 
more normative fixtures. In construction, vertical and horizontal 
reinforcements would be used for structural rather than security 
purposes. Particularly in minimum security units, toilet 
facilities can be centrally located (rather than having "T,yet" 
cells) and dormitories can be considered. 

Electronic Technology. In a correctional setting electronic 
technology can be used to enhance security; however, in no instance 
should electronic surveillance be used as a substitute for direct 
staff sup':'H7"rision. Areas such as housing units, outdoor 
recreation, and contact visitation, for example, require direct 
staff supervision. While electronic surveillance can supplement 
staff supervision, it cannot be considered an adequate replacement 
for it. . 

Electronic surveillance may be a key component of the perimeter 
security system. In addition, closed-circuit television (CCTV) may 
be used to monitor vehicle and pedestrian sally ports, as well as 
areas that are not appropriate for continual staff surveillance 
(such as passing through internal sallyports or barriers from one 
secure zone to another). 

.. ..... J 

Electronic alarms may also be used for doors or windows of rooms 
that contain sensitive, dangerous, or controlled substances, 
equipment, or records. Examples of this include the pharmacy, any 
weapons s~orage, cent=al cornpu~er :acilit~es, and cent=al records. 

A card access system will allow s~aff access ~o selec~ed areas c: 
~~e :acili_! Ni~~cu~ a ~ey == cent=al cont=ol =oom intervention . 
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These programmable cards 
developing a computerized 
designated door was used. 

also provide a management tool by 
record of when and by whom each 

Electronic technology can also be used to ensure the safety of 
staff and inmates within the facility. The life-safety system 
within the housing units and other selected areas of the facility 
can include various electronic components, ranging from sprinkler 
monitoring to individual duress ala~ devices. 

security Zoning. Under this concept, areas of the facility are 
grouped according to function, their use at certain times of the 
day, and security level. This impacts the circulation of staff, 
inmates, and visitors and allows staffing economies to be realized 
at certain times of the day, when certain zones (or sections of 
zones) are off-limits to inmates and do not have to be supervised. 

The first zone, for example, can be defined as the perimeter and 
associated spaces that constitute the first level of security and 
controlled access as the facility is approached. It includes the 
reception area for all pedestrians entering the facility, perimeter 
sally ports, the perimeter road, fence, and any buildings 
associated with the exterior of the facility (such as the power 
plant) . The second zone could include areas of frequent public 
access within the facility, such as administrative offices!! 
visiting rooms, etc. The third zone is comprised of those 
activities and functions outside of the housing clusters that are 
often accessed by inmates, such as central recreation and dining, 
classrooms, industries areas, and institution support areas where 
inmates work. The fourth zone consists primarily of the housing 
clusters, and the fifth and innermost zone is the housing unit 
itself. 

Through the use of zone movement, regulated and controlled by staff 
observation and in some cases secure construction and technology, 
inmates move from one zone or sub-zone to the other under a pass 
or escort system. Inmates could be allowed access to one zone and 
denied access to another based on classification designation. They 
could also be allowed access to one zone under a pass system but 
require escort to access another. 

The security zoning concept has several advantages: it allows the 
primary security focus to be on areas of the facility rather than 
individual rooms, and therefore promotes cost savings in the less 
secure zones. It allows zones· to be isolated in the event of, a 
disturbance; maximum custody housing could be located in the same 
zone as close custody housing, for example. Program space for 
inmates in these units could be located directly adjacent to the 
housing; if necessary, the entire uni-= could be separated frol'l,~!1e 
=est of ~e facilitv. However, the zones must be clearly def~ned 
during the planning stages and the facility layou~ developed ~o 
=acil~~ate ~~is conce9-=. 
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custody Classification. Female inmate populations are generally 
assigned to the same custody levels as thei= male counterparts-
maximum, close, medium, or minimum, which can be further sub
divided into institutional minimum and community minimum (work 
release from a halfway house located in the community). Because 
female inmates represent a small percentage of the total inmate 
population in any jurisdiction, usually all custody levels (except 
for community minimum) will be housed within one institution. 

Female inmate classification variables are more likely to be linked 
to behavior patterns rather than offense categories; where male 
inmates are generally assigned to a higher custody level and "earn" 
their way to a lower, women tend to be classified at the lower 
level first. Therefore, women classified as maximum custody are 
likely to have exhibited behavior--destruction of property, assault 
or abuse of officers or other inmates, etc.--that influenced their 
reclassification. In most facilities, unless there: were 
indications in the profile information to the contrary, the maximum 
security unit would be designated as the disciplinary segregation 
unit because it would be unlikely that a regular maximum security 
unit would be needed. Close custody inmates can be managed with 
a higher level of supervision and control in housing unit 
environments designed and constructed to house medium security 
inmates. 

Historically, the percentage of female inmates who fall within 
these custody levels is different from males. There would appear 
to be a smaller percentage of the total that may require maximum 
custody classification, usually five percent or less. 
Approximately 50 percent may require medium custody consideration, 
and the remainder would fall within minimum custody guidelines. 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND FACILITY DESIGN ISSUES 

While this report attempts to provide some discussion of design
related issues in the sections dealing with programs and services, 
the design process itself raises some issues of particular concern 
to female offenders. These issues are examined here. 

The design of a facility is influenced py many factors: funds, 
site, size, mission, population characteristics, etc. Several 
survey respondents indicated that it is ill-advised to use a 
prototype for a men's facility as the design for a women's 
facility; therefore, a discussion of 1:he issues that should be 
considered in designing a facility specifically for women is 
presented here. The issues involved in designing any correctional 
facility are stil2. val':"d ==r a ·,·iC::-.en' s :acility, but the '~ay 
decisions are made, the cricrities that are set, and the result~ng 
allocation of cons'Cruc-cion funds should =e influenced =y ":...:':'e 
c=~ce~s of ":...~is p~ic~:ar pc;ulaticn. For examole, since women's 
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facilities do not appear to require a full-size, centralized 
gymnasium, money should not be spent to build one. Rather, those 
funds could be devoted to landscaping walking trails in the outdoor 
recreation area or providing exercise equipment on the housing 
units. Since women's f~cilities do not require a high percentage 
of segregation cells with indestructable toilet facilities and 
highly secure lockdown capability, the cost per cell in the most 
secure unit should be relatively small. 

This section, then, presents discussion of general design issues 
as they relate particularly to women's facilities. Relevant survey 
findings are incorporated throughout. 

Facility Site. Literature indicates that approximately 75 percent 
of incarcerated females have children and that concern for their 
well-being is the inmates' most important concern. Studies have 
also shown that females, in general, receive fewer visitors than 
males. Consequently, women's correctional facilities should be 
located close to urbanized areas, where the inmates' families are 
most likely to live. 

Several of the surveyed facilities cited location as a problem, 
particularly where visitation was concerned. The Pennsylvania 
facility in particular is very far from the state's large 
population centers, Gnd special buses h~ve to be run for visitors. 

Facility Size and Scale. In determining size and scale issues, as 
well as many other issues in this section, the prevailing 
philosophy should be that women should receive no less than that 
already provided for men; where appropriate, the unique needs of 
women should be accommodated. 

Good management practices, proven by experience, have shown that 
500 beds is an optimal size for a facility, providing an efficient 
ratio of beds to infrastructure support. An allocation of between 
450 and 500 gross square feet per inmates ensures such an 
institution will have sufficient program and support space. 

Correctional facilities are generally low-rise, single level 
facilities with varying degrees of centralized and decentralized 
services. Generally, the movement of popUlations requiring higher 
security will be more restricted to the immediate housing 
environments, while the medium and lower security populations will 
have more freedom of movement and out-of-cell time. Climate will 
also have an effect on the layqu~ of the facility, which can vary 
in concept from free-standing housing units, modules or cottages 
with outdoor routes to program and support areas to institutions 
which have housing pods internally linked to program and support 
buildings. 

The interior scale of the facili~y should reflec~ as no==al~zed, 
~= ::"esiden1::"al, an e!1v:'=:Jn=en~ as E=oss.ib2..e. :or example, if 
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housing units are split-level and organized around a dayroom a 
sloping ceiling might be used ~o reduce the height of the dayro~m. 
The public reception and visiting areas should also reflect a 

• 
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nor:nalized, non-threatening atmosphere. Since women will be likely 
to receive children as visitors, it is important that the areas to 
which children are exposed to should be away from the innermost 
parts of the institutions, and the character of these areas should 
be residential. Overnight visiting areas should also reflect a 
normalized environment, which is visually and physically separated 
from the more "institutional" portions of the institution. One way 
to achieve this is through the use of trailers or modular units for 
parent/child visiting (see "Programs" below) . 

Facility Image. It would be desirable to eliminate, or at leas~ 
minimize, the impact of the security perimeter system in a women's 
facility. Where possible, the buildings themselves should provide 
the security envelope. outdoor areas which need to be secured 
should be well-enclosed where possible, and the use of double 
fencing with razor wire coils should be avoided if at all possible. 
Normal fencing design with electronic sensing devices and full-time 
supervision of inmates in these areas by staff should be 
considered. 

In addition to the issue of perimeter security, the exterior design 
of the facility has an impact on .public perception. If, as 
recommended above, the facility is located near an urban area, 
public perception will assume increased importance. Attention 
should be given to designing a non-threatening exterior, avoiding 
the blank, virtually windowless facades that characterize many 
modern correctional facilities. Particularly in urban areas, it 
is important to develop a design that is congruent with its 
surroundings. If the area is characterized by a certain style of 
architecture, then the facility should, as far as possible, 
complement that style. A non-threatening building that fits in 
with its surroundings is much less likely to cause apprehension 
for either inmates or visitors; this should parcicularly be kept 
in mind given the number of chi'ldren likely to visit a women's 
facility. 

Living unit Size and confiquration. Women exhibit a strong desire 
for private space in their living areas. This should be reflected 
in the facility design by incorporating as many single cells as 
possible. In addition, women seem to interact better in small 
groups; therefore, the living unit design might incorporate small 
lounges as well as a larger aayroom. The Minnesota facility at 
Shakopee has incorporated this need into its housing unic design 
by subdividing each 32-bed unit into "fN'ings" of 4 to 7 beds and 
providing a small lounge in each wing. The respondent reported 
tha~ ~his configuration =aduces tar-sian substantially on the u~i~. 
!! :.dditional dayroom or lounge space is provided, some of it 
should be reserved for quie~ ac~ivi~ies . 
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The de~ire to pro~ide as normal.ized an enviroz;ment as possible on 
the un~t can be ~ncorporated ~nto the locat~on of unit service 
areas. Laundry facilities, for example, can be located in an 
alcove or semi-enclosed space with glazing to permit observation 
and adequate space for a washer, dryer, and ironing table. Since 
female offenders should be encouraged to maintain their personal 
hygiene and appearance, a grooming alcove could be provided with 
wall-mounted hair dryers and mirrors to supplement space in the 
bathroom. If hair care services are to be provided on the unit, 
a room should be equipped with a deep s i.nk, chair, mirrors, and 
storage. The principle is this: Since women tend to be more 
comfortable in smaller groups and smaller spaces, and since the 
design should reflect a normalized environment, efforts should be 
made to subdivide. large spaces into functional areas and equip them 
for specific activities, rather than simply putting all necessary 
equipment into t.he central dayroom. 

In terms of an optimum number of beds that a women's housing unit 
should contain, it is desirable to keep the unit at a manageable 
size--a maximum of 48 beds. A larger housing unit increases the 
difficulties of unit management and decreases the "communityll 
atmosphere. Smaller housing units can be configured to share 
program space, which would be located in an activity center between 
the units and accessed on a scheduled basis. 

Depending on the management approach, program space can contain 

• 

academic classrooms, a recreation room, case manager offices, work • 
areas for support staff, dining areas, etc. The configuration of 
program space primarily depends on which services are centralized 
and which are decentralized to the units. In smaller facilities, 
more services are likely to be centralized to lower const~lction 
costs and staff requirements. 

At a minimum, housing units should contain one mUlti-purpose room 
for every 15-20 residents. This room should be furnished with 
movable furniture, such as stacking chairs, folding tables, etc., 
so that it can be used for support groups, tutoring, exercise 
classes, and other activities. It is advisable to keep the room 
small (sized to a.'Ccommodate a maximum of 20) so that the 
surroundings will support the activities likely to take place in 
them. An unassigned office should be available for individual 
counseling. 

The housing units should also contain a kitchenette/beverage area 
WLth a refriaerator for the preparation of meals and snacks. This 
could be particularly valuable 'in' a minimum se<;:uri ty or pre-release' 
housing unit as it T.oIould encourage the practice of independent 
living skills and promote positive socialization. Four of the 
surveyed facilities provided at leas~ a soda ~achine on the uni~. 
~~e ~ini~um-securitv aoartments in the Minnesota facility contain 
kitchen facilities,- and a beverage s1:ation is available on :::::e 
~~~~. 3eve=ags s1:at:~ons shcU:~ =e e~~~~ped ~o 9rovide juice, diet 
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soda, milk, or other reduced-calorie or nutritive drinks. This is 
particularly important in units housing pregnant women. 

A medical triage area should also be incorporated into unit design 
to facilitate the sick call process. (For further discussion, see 
IIMedical services" below.) 

Survey results reflected a strong desire for private space. The 
respondent from North Carolina noted that the majority of 
disciplinary problems occur on the facility's cell blocks, not in 
the cottages. The respondent from Pennsylvania noted that double
bunking has created storage. problems (personal property has had to 
be limited) and that this has resulted in a rise in disputes among 
inmates. All respondents agreed that private space can have a 
positive effect on the inmate because it reinforces her sense of 
ability to exercise a degree of control. over her environment. 
Surveyed facilities.did not have substantial program space on the 
housing units. Even Minnesota, which is a unit-managed facility, 
had mostly centralized space because of the small size of the 
facility. Dayrooms were judged to be inadequately sized in the 
larger facilities. 

Dimensions of cells, program spaces, and dayrooms should be in 
accordance with American Correctional Association standards. These 
standards do not address the need for additional space to meet 
female inmates' needs, such as laundry and grooming stations . 
Therefore, planners should factor in these spaces as additions to, 
rather than part of, ACA guidelines. 

storage was also cited by survey respondents as a critical need in 
housing units. Secure storage is necessary if records or other 
confidential material is to be decentralized to the unit management 
staff office areas. Adequate storage for any food kept on the unit 
is also essential. 

Type of supervision. The advantages of direct supervision and unit 
management have been discussed elsewhere in this report. Direct 
supervision has been proven to promote a more normalized 
environment and foster better staff-inmate communication. Within 
the housing units, officer stations should be as open as possible 
or eliminated altogether; inmate cells or rooms can be accessed by 
key rather from behind an open officer station rather than building 
an enclosed control "bubble". The housing unit officer should be 
able to observe all cells and most other areas from any point in 
't::e ~ni t. Two survey respondents reported that, because t.~eir 
housing units were poorly designed and it was not: feasible to 
station two officers on the unit, the upper level of cells had to 
be off-limits to inmates during certain hours. This type of 
configuration, which li~its inna~e access 'to cells, severely 
t:nder.:::.ines -=-~e unit abosphere and the inmates' privacy; they 
should be able to enter their cells at: all cimes, even i! t~ey 

• ca::::::=~ a:'x-cys close "=-.'":e cell dcc=. p=ivacy locks that can be 
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controlled by the inmate from the inside with a staff override 
should be considered. 

Interior Design... The following suggestions for interior design of 
housing units are based on preferences indicated in the survey 
results: 

Provide furni ture, upholstery, carpeting, incandescent 
lighting, colors and finishes which resemble the home or 
office rather than a traditional "hard" institutional 
environment. Survey respondents reported that built-in wood 
furniture works well in inmate cells when combined with some 
movable pieces (such as chairs); in addition, heavy wood 
furni~ure can be obtained for the dayroom. Natural light and 
plants should also be used to establish a "softer" 
environment. Attention will have to be paid to durability and 
maintenance costs, but the environment should encou~age 
inmates to take care of it and should support their efforts 
to care for themselves. 

Most of the surveyed institutions, particularly the older 
facilities, reported that dayrooms were furnished haphazardly, 
with a combination of plastic, vinyl, metal and wood 
furniture. Such an arrangement does not encourage caretaking. 

Allow for some flexibility in arrarigement of cell furnishings 
and customization of personal as well as communal space. 

Provide materials and finishes which contribute to the 
mitigation of noise. Laundry areas, for example, should be 
insulated against noise. 

Allow residents as much autonomy as possible with lighting 
control. 

Environmental controls. Studies in office buildings have shown 
that women are considerably more sensitive to thermal conditions 
than men. In high-rise buildings and correctional facilities, 
particularly where the exterior glazing is inoperable, problems are 
exacerbated. The solutions to the problem, which require 
individual room thermostatic controls and heating/air conditioning 
units, are very costly and subject to vandalism. This is an area 
where more thoughtful engineering and research must be done. Not 
surprisingly, five surveyed institutions reported temperature as 
~ source of comolaint within the housing units. - .. "', 

PROGRAMS 

?==c=~s se~/e several functions in the correctional environment. 
Thev reduce inmate idleness, ~hus reducing ~ansion and potant~~: 
seC'~=:" -:;y pr.::blams. '!!1ey provide i:::::ates ·..,i"':!1 opportunities to ga~n 
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skills and begin the process of change that is necessary for 
successful re-integration into the community. In short, programs 
are the key to making incarceration a meaningful experience for the 
inmate. 

The type and extent of programs to be offered is a critical 
planning issue. These decisions will affect staffing, design, and 
operation of the facility. To the extent possible, flexibility 
should be the ideal in planning; the ability to try new programs 
and new approaches should not be limited by the facility design. 
Of course, some programs will require dedicated, specially equipped 
space; these range from academic and vocational classrooms to 
dedicated mental health housing and treatment units. A careful 
study of the population to be served and a thorough understanding 
of resources available to meet their needs are essential to 
planning effective programs--and designing effective program space. 
It is unwise, for example, to build dedicated mental health housing 
unless a need has been shown to exist for it. It is unwise to 
equip vocational education or industries space for one type of 
equipment, failing to take into account that program offerings may 
change. While space cannot be infinitely flexible, the planning 
process should take into account that programs offerings will 
probably not remain constant throughout the life of' the facility. 

In this section, seven program areas: are discussed: Education, 
Industries, Family Programs, Mental Health, Substance Abuse, 
Recreation, and Counseling. Survey results are incorporated into 
the discussion. 

Education Programs 

Academic Education. All surveyed institutions offered a variety 
of academic education, including Adult Basic Education (ABE), GED 
preparation and examination, and college courses. Some facilities 
offered ~ additional programs: Pennsylvania, for example, offers 
two special reading/literacy programs and preparation for the SAT. 
An average of 48.6 percent of a facility's population was involved 
in full- or part-time academic education, ranging from a low of 20 
percent (Kentucky) to a high of 75 percent (North Carolina) and 78 
percent (Montana). 

Only Pennsylvania reported that participation in academic education 
was mandatory (and then only if the inmate is younger than 17); the 
Pe~~sylv:.ni:. facili.ty was the ~only institution housing inma.tes 
under 18. Several respondents indicated that inmates are strongly 
encouraged to participate in education during the classification 
9rocess, and that good time credit can be earned for class 
a ttendanc"\),. 

Six of the seven respondents 
(?e~~sY!7:.ni:. said decand ~or 

rated academic space as adequa'Ce 
c~::.sses is areater ~~ar. available 
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space will accommodate). The average classroom accommodated 15 
people; an average of 4.5 academic classrooms were available in 
each facility. Five facilities used the library for academic 
classes which was not considered optimal by the respondents in that 
it inhibited use by inmates while classes were in session. Several 
respondents noted that staff shortages rather than space accounted 
for limited educational offerings. The respondent f:r;'om North 
Carolina indicated that a dedicated audio-visual room, where 
students could use equipment independently, would be desirable. 
She also noted the need for a bigger library. 

The most critical concern in the planning and design of academic 
program space is that it be large enough to accommodate the desired 
number of classes, and that the environment be conducive to 
learning. Because female inmates with poor academic skills did not 
do well in the traditj.onal school system, it is important to 
develop a learning environment that is not intimidating and is not 
merely a duplicate of that system. Some jurisdictions reported 
that more intimate learning groups have proven more successful with 
incarcerated women. Therefore, consideration should be given to 
development of smaller learning environments for eight to ten 
inmates, or larger rooms that can be sub-divided. 

Computer-assisted learning has also proven to be effective for 
adults who may be sensitive to displaying their-deficits in front 
of others. Therefore, some classroom space should be appropriately 
sized and designed to accommodate learning carrels equipped with 
computers. These carrels should be acoustically treated to buffer 
sound and promote a sense of intimacy and privacy. Classrooms 
should also contain appropriate space and wiring for audio-visual 
equipment. 

Because female inmates exhibit poor literacy skillS, special 
attention should- be given to basic literacy training, including 
space for one-on-one tutoring. Tutoring--whetJ:ler from other 
inmates, volunteers, or staff--has proven to be especially 
effective in basic literacy instruction because! it allows the 
inmate to have individualized, personal attention vi{hile respecting 
her unwillingness to display her poor skills in front of a class 
or her peers. 

Libraries and other non-classroom areas related to academic 
education should be designed to facilitate the functions that will 
take place in them; they should only be used as· classroom space as 
a last resort. Sizing of these. q.~eas should be determined in t;he 
planning phases of new cons1:ruc1:ion based on the si.:e of the 
population and scheduled hours of usage. 

Law library space is best o=ganized sapa=ately yet contained in the 
same soace as the general library for supervision purposes by 
librarY staff. An alcove equipped -..;i:::" ca==els and '::n::ewr:"':ers 
~~at is separated of! ==on ':~e =est of the library through the use 
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of glazing is recommended. The glazing and the Use of acoustical 
materials in this area will buffer sound from the rest of the 
library area. The librarian's office and a workroom to receive 
and catalogue books is best located behind a reception type counter 
located at the entrance to the library. The work room should be 
equipped with a small sink. Wall shelving can be planned to allow 
for glazed side lights to be strategically located to allow casual 
supervision of the library area from the corridor by passing staff. 
The use of low shelving for free standing bookcases in the library 
area will also facilitate supervision. 

other specialized non-classroom spaces, such rooms equipped with 
audio-visual equipment, must be planned for and considered into 
design to ensure that the space is sized and wired adequately. 
Again, the use of carrels and acoustical treatments is appropriate. 

vocational Education. The objective of vocational training 
programs offered in correctional facilities for women is that they
be responsive to the changing demand for marketable skills in the 
community and to the move away from traditionally "female" 
occupations. Tp meet this objective, jurisdictions planning new 
vocational space in an existing facility or for new construction 
should plan the space to be flexible in its use to avoid 
constraints when changing vocational training programs. 

For the most part, vocational space should not be designed around 
a specific program, but designed as a large open space that can be 
easily subdivided and can accommodate a variety of equipment. 
Attention should be paid to providing sufficient height to ceilings 
and for the provision of utility hook-ups to accommodate 
alternative power source types and plumbing. Small vocational labs 
located adjacent to the vocational training area are recommended 
to provide a more appropriate environment for related classroom 
instruction. Adequate secure storage for tools, raw materials, and 
combustible materials must be planned and included into the design. 
construction materials should be of the type typically used for 
light industrial shops. 

vocational training space for the computer sciences and other 
classroom based training opportunities can be accommodated in a 
more traditional classroom environment fitted and equipped for the 
program. As the U. S • market becomes more computer and service 
oriented, these types of vocational training programs are likely 
to grow in demand. 

, 
vocational program offerings in the surveyed institutions are 
summarized in Table B. The range of offerings, while fairly wide, 
tends to cluster around traditionally "female" occupations such as 
cosmetology, secretarial, food ser/ice, ga~enc nanufacturing, and 
~ursi:1g aide. 

i..."-ldica -:. ed a ....,.. .... ,....,....,. ........ iMg 
~--"';j-~"-•. 
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space, and two identified their vocational space as poorly 
designed. Three respondents considered their vocational space to 
be poorly designed in that the configuration of existing space had 
hampered their ability to convert to accommodate new programs. An 
average of 6.2 vocational classrooms were available in the six 
facilities with vocational space (Montana has no vocational 
education, but offers an on-the-job training program with the 
adjoining state mental hospital) . 

Table B. Summary of vocational program offerings 

STATE 

Louisiana 

Kentucky 

Minnesota 

Iowa 

Montana 

Pennsylvania 

North Carolina 

PROGRAM OFFERINGS 

Upholstery, Office Skills, Sewing, 
Print Shop (planned) 

Business Skills, Computer Skills, 
Auto Mechanics 

Elect~onic Office, Nurses Aide 

Printing 

Food Service, Secretary, Library Aide, 
Law Clerk (on-the-job training program 
with state mental hospital; no class 
component) 

cosmetology, Mini-Computer operations, 
Secretarial/Word Processing, 
Bookkeeping, Care of Elderly, Food 
Service 

Cosmetology, Secretarial Science, 
Computer Science, culinary Arts, 
Upholstery, Welding, Electrical Wiring 

Life Skills Training. This type of education encompasses a number 
of areas: financial management, employment application and 
interviewing, how to find adequate housing and child care, 
budgeting and household management, banking, buying on credit, etc. 
These skills are extremely important to breaking the cycle of 
dependency that is common among female offenders, and every effort 
should be made to provide them ~ith the opportunity to pract~ce 
them. 

The Minnesota facility has developed an innovative approach to 
teaching life skills: minimum cus~Qdy, pre-release inmates are 
~oused ~n anar~ents wi~~in the facility. Each apartment for three 
inmates contains two bedrooms, a living room, and a k:'-:=::eIi.. 
:~~a~es are expe~ed to ~eep ~~e~= apa=--=en~s clean and cook for 
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themselves (food is supplied). This arrangement allows inmates to 
practice living in a group situation, which many will probably do 
after release. 

At a minimum, provisions should be made for a life skills lab in 
the facility. This room should accommodate 20-30 people and should 
contain work tables, an apartment-style kitchen unit, a blackboard/ 
flip chart, and a screen to show films or filmstrips. The room 
should also contain adequate open space for role-playing exercises 
and group activities. Video recording and play back capability is 
a valuable feed back tool for role-plays. A special environment 
for this instruction emphasizes its importance and promotes hands
on learning. 

Job Readiness. This is a particularly important aspect of 
life skills training. Female offenders generally have poor 
employment histories and are worried about finding employment 
that will enable them to support themselves and their 
children. While the provision of such training does not 
necessarily impact facility design, it is important to mention 
that thf.'!se services are important to the female offender. Job 
Readiness activities could include interview role-play, 
practice sessions on filling out job applications, and 
bringing speakers into the facility to talk about career 
options . 

In addition to the more easily recognized practical life skills 
mentioned above, the general area of life skills training can be 
used to address the critical issue of how a woman effectively deals 
with the opposite sex. An argument can be made that this issue is 
better addressed in the counseling arena; if we are to even begin 
to scratch the surface, however, it must be addressed at every 
opportunity in as many ways as possible in every program the inmate 
participates in. Using the life skills format, the inmate can be 
taught a variety of personal relationship skills, much the same as 
she would be taught job readiness 5kills. She can be taught what 
she should expect to do for herself and what is realistic and 
unrealistic to expect from the opposite sex, from casual contact 
through a relationship. How she can discriminate between 
supportive versus exploitive attention, what types of behavior 
provides cues to the opposite sex, how to effectively deflect 
unwanted attention, and how to attract attention appropriately are 
few of the many skills that are important for her to learn. It is 
important to use role-playing techniques and have video recording 
and playback capabili~y; the feedback this affords is a po~er~ul 
tool in assisting the inmate to effectively change unconscious 
behavior . 
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Industries 

choosing Industries. The choice of Prison Industries programs is 
influenced .by several factors: the need of the correctional 
jurisdiction to have the inmates manufacture goods for use in the-" 
prison environment, the area marketplace, the constraints imposed 
by legislation that can requires prison industries to only provide 
goods and services for government agencies, the level of training 
demanded by a potential industry I and the amount of space and 
resources the jurisdiction decides to dedicate to its development. 
In addition, the mission of the Prison Industries component must 
be defined: Are the industries to be profit-making business 
enterprises, are they to provide needed products or services to 
correctional department facilities and be break-even operations, 
or are they to be designated to run at a loss because their benefit 
is to augment vocational training and/or reduce inmate idleness? 
Furthermore, special programs that include involvement of ... the 
private sector can also be considered. The mission or missions of 
Prison Industries will affect the industries selected for inclusion 
in the women's prison, the amount of space devoted to it, and the 
way in which it is designed. 

Industries in women's facilities have tended to cluster around 
occupations traditionally viewed as "female": sewing, food 
service, secretarial skills, nursing aide, etc. In recent years 
(and in response to recent litigation); efforts have been made to 
introduce "heavier" industries to the female population 
(construction trades I auto mechanics, etc.). While the move toward 
parity of Industries opportunities to those provided in prisons for 
men is understandable, it should be noted that these programs may 
not equip female inmates to find employment in the community any 
better than traditionally "female" Industries. Both the garment 
industry and heavy industrial jobs are steadily declining; 
secretarial positions demand an increasing skill level. As the 
economy becomes mora technology and service oriented, the 
correctional system needs to re-evaluate what Prison Industries 
should be--both to continue providing meaningful job training and 
to run commercially viable shops. 

The required skill leveL of a potential industry deserves special 
consideration. Telemarketing, for example, may provide a cost 
effective operation and meaningful job experience, but- a fairly 
high level of verbal skills--and, often, some computer skills--are 
required to get a telemarketing job in the community. Data entry 
presents similar problems. Un~e~s the jurisdiction is willing to 
commi t substantial resources an'd time to training industr:Les 
participants, these industries may not pr~ve viable because the 
number of inmates with adequate skills may not be large enough. 
In addition, industries work should be available t~ ~ore inmates 
':.::an just t!!e few who are highly skilled and better educated. 
Therefore, jurisdictions should consider planning for several 
~~d~st=ies shcos, even ~~cugh, i~ a Ncmen's :acili':.y, those sho9s 
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are likely to be small. A garment shop, a food service program . , 
and a data entry or telemarket~ng shop, for example, could provide 
work experience for inmates with varying skill levels and 
interests. . - ... 

Prison Industries offerings, like vocational education, varied 
widely among the facilities surveyed, although they tended to 
cluster around traditionally "female" occupations such as sewing 
and sit-down assembly work. The states running Tourism Package 
Assembly industries (Kentucky, Minnesota, and North Carolina) 
reported that these industries do very well; in North Carolina, 
inmates will soon begin staffing an "800" phone line to answer 
questions about the state I s tourism opportunities. The survey 
respondent reported that this should enable inmates to gain 
customer service skills. 

Three respondents indicated the need for expanded indu3tries 
programming and identified parity with industrial offerings in male 
correctional institutions as an important issue in identifying new 
programs. 

Industries offerings are summarized in Table C. 

Table c. summary of Industries Offerings 

STATE 

Louisiana 

Kentucky 

Minnesota 

Iowa 

Montana 

Pennsylvania 

North Carolina 

INDUSTRY OFFERINGS 

Garment factory 

printing, Tourism Package Assembly 

Data Entry, Telemarketing, Tourism 
Package Assembly, Textiles 

printing 

None 

Farm, Sewing, Engraving, New commitment 
Package Assembly 

Garment Factory, Tourism Package 
Assembly, Upholstery 

Nu.m.l::ler of participants. The number of inmates r,.;ho will be employed 
in Prison Industries is influenced by available space, the type of 
progranl, and whether or no~ double shifts will be operat7d. S?me 
~~d~st=~es, suc~ as engraving or upholstery, are labor-~ntens~ve 
and do not employ a high number of inmates. Others, such as a 
ga==ent fa~=~-, e~ploy ~o=e i~=a~es =ut do not necessarily of=er 
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meaningful job trair:ing. Telemark~ting, customer service/tourism, 
and data entry provl.de the most vl.able "middle ground"--employing 
a fairly large number of inmates while offering a meaningful job 
experience. The six surveyed institutions with Industries. 
operations employed an average of 19.6 percent of the ~opulation. 

Design/Environmental Concerns. Like vocational training, Prison 
Industries space should be flexible to accommodate changing and 
expanding programs; the ability to expand being particularly 
important since female inmate popUlations are anticipated to 
continue to grow and additions to existing facilities is not 
uncommon. Jurisdictions adding space to existing facilities or 
planning to construct new facilities should plan industrial shops 
and facilities that are adequately sized to accommodate such 
expansion. Attention should be paid to the prOvision of wiring and 
electrical voltage that will accommodate a variety of industrial 
opportunities to allow for flexibility and change; the ability to 
accommodate oversize equipment is also important. Noise levels in 
a large space can be reduced through acoustical treatments an walls 
and ceilings; space can also be subdivided with materials that 
absorb sound. 

If the jurisdiction intends to install industries that will require 
the delivery and pick-up of a large amount of materials and goods, 
the industries component should be loqated in close proximity to 
the service vehicular entrance and be equipped with its own loading 
dock. Adequate spaces should also be provided for receiving, 
inventory, and bookkeeping functions. The inventory and 
bookkeeping spaces should be designed for computerization. 

The respondent from Minnesota reported the most problems with the 
facility's industries space. In that facility, the data entr] and 
telemarketing industries run two shifts to accommodate the number 
of inmates eligible for work; the respondent reported that it would 
be preferable to run one larger shift, but that the space will not 
accommodate more workers. Both Iowa and Montana reported a desire 
for more (or, in Montana, any) industries offerings, but that space 
or other considerations (e. g., inadequate wiring) hampered the 
installation of new equipment or set-up of new shops. 

Exemplary Pro9J:'ams. particularly considering its limited 
space, the Minnesota facility runs industries programs that 
provide training in marketable skills. While parity is an 
issue, it should be noted that overall trends indicate that 
"heavy" industry will QeC9m~ increasingly less important ,in 
the economy and that servic::'e jobs or computer applications 
will grow. Therefore, the Minnesota programs in data entry 
and telemarketing are good industrial choices for female 
inmates, as is North Carolina's addition of the inmate-staffed 
"80Q" telephone service. 
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Family Progr2l.!!!!! 

The majority of incarcerated women are mothers, and they tend to 
be very anxious about the effect their incarceration will have on 
their children. In addition, custody problems may complicate 
parent-child relations, and the isolated location of many 
correctional facilities may decrease the frequency of visits. 
Family (and particularly parent-child) programs are essential to 
helping female inmates deal with their anxiety, maintain st~ong 
relationships with their children, and become more effective 
parents. 

The provision of these programs has a significant impact on 
facility design. The facility should not be an intimidating place 
for children, and inmt~tes should feel comfortable bringing their 
children to it. In addition, space should be available so that 
mothers and children can spend private time together -- in a 
normalized, home-like atmosphere. 

Parent-Child Programs. The most important parent-child activity 
that takes place in the facility is visiting. Survey respondents 
agreed that, if possible, these visits should take place in a 
dedicated environment. The surveyed facilities have met this need 
in several different ways: in Pennsylvania, for example, parent
child visits are held in a trailer on the facility grounds. The 
trailer is divided into areas for infants, young children, and 
adolescents, and inmates conduct visits under the supervision of 
a social worker. Minnesota has incorporated trundle beds into the 
cell design, allowing overnight visits on the housing unit. 
Kentucky and Montana offer overnight visiting, but space is 
extremely limited. Both facilities must limit participation to one 
inmate per week, and in Kentucky, the inmate and her visiting 
children sleep on mattresses in the chapel. The Minnesota, Iowa, 
and Pennsylvania facilities provided some dedicated. space for 
children in the general visiting area: the other respondents 
indicated that such space would be desirable. North Carolina did 
not have any indoor children's space, but a landscaped playground 
was available on the facility grounds. 

Two respondents raised questions about the effectiveness of special 
holiday activities, picnics, or other large-scale family 
activit:.es. These events tend not to be well-attended: the 
respondents added that they thought this was partially because of 
the location of the facility and partially because caretakers are 
~eluctant to allow children. to ipteract with many inmates and ~any 
children--distrust of other mothers is difficult to overcome, 
particularly if these mothers are also incarcerated women. 
Smaller-scale or more private activities tend to work better, they 
reported. 

Additional space for parent-child programs can be ob~ained 
ec=nc~ically i= ~ailers o~ a s~al: =odular ~~it c~! ~e placed on 
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the facility grounds (such as the trailer used at the Pennsylvania 
facility) . A dedicated modular unit could a~commodate visiting 
(including a number of rooms for overnight visits) and play areas 
and provide a more normalized or "home-like" at::nosphere away from 
the main institution. The child can be taken on a tour of the main 
facility or can attend activities there, but the visit can be kept 
private; moreover, the child need not disrupt regular visiting and 
facility routines. 

New facilities should incorporate space for play, day visits, and 
overnight visiting. Multi-purpose rooms can be used for some of 
these acti vi ties, but it is important that children can feel 
comforta.ble in the facility--and that process is helped by having 
dedicated space furnished for children. 

Other types of programs can also foster better relationships 
betNeen parents and children. Letter-writing, phone calls" and 
using craft classes to make gifts for children allow inmate mothers 
to feel closer to their children and to improve their communication 
with their children. 

parenting Classes. All of the surveyed facilities offered some 
parenting classes; in Minnesota, completion of the STEP (Systematic 
Training for Effective Parenting) course was a pre-requisite for 
participation in overnight visiting. The Minnesota and 
Pennsylvania facilities also offered parent support groups outside 
of formalized classes. All respondents reported that demand for 
these classes was high. These programs should provide a specific 
focus on teaching the mother how to deal with her children during 
the transition period when she first returns home; few packaged 
parenting programs provide this critical information. Home visits 
during the pre-release stages and work release should be debriefed 
with knowledgeable staff to facilitate this process. 

Parenting classes do not necessarily require a specialized 
environment. Academic classrooms, the Life Skills lab, or a multi
purpose room can be used. Sufficierlt space should be available for 
role play activities and the showing of films. 

Menta~ Hea~th 

The surveyed institution respondents agreed that ready access to 
mental health services were critical in women's' facilities. These 
jurisdictions provided fer thei~ ~entally ill inmates in a vari~ty 
of ways: several facilities re'ported problems with arranging 
transfers for these inmates; trea~ment beds in other facilities are 
often filled, and the inmate must wait longer than is advisable for 
transfer. Respondents agreed tha~ a mul~i-level system of men~al 
::eal-:h i::.ta="vent:'on is :::est 3.c:::'sable, and t.~at a sheltered 
workshop would be beneficial as a component of men~al heal ~h 
programming. 
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Only the Pennsylvania Women's Facility at Muncy had dedicated 
mental health housing (beyond infirmary or psychiatric observation 
housing). This facility operates a state-licensed 12-bed.mental 
health facility on the grounds of the institution tha'c serves the 
facility population of 546 inmates.. This unit has a complete 
psychiatric staff and dedicated space for counseling and other 
activities. Patients can be held there for up to 2S days pending 
a hearing for transfer to a state psychiatric facility. The 
respondent noted that this unit is adequate "at the moment" but 
that she sees the need for more mental health housing in the 
institution. 

North Carolina will begin construction in the fall of 1989 on a 30-
bed dedicated mental health unit providing three levels of 
treatment programming. 

Jurisdictions have several options for managing treatment of their 
mentally ill female inmates. If the corrections department already 
operates or is planning a special needs or mental health facility, 
treatment units can be dedicated for women requiring inpatient 
care. In some jurisdictions, routinely transferring more highly 
disturbed women to state hospitals may be the best solution because 
there are not sufficient numbers of them to warrant a dedicated 
treatment unit. However, if this is tne case, then a sheltered and 
supportive living environment for them when they return should be 
planned. Regardless of the inpatient solution, however, a 
continuum of mental health service delivery should be developed to 
identify and support the mentally-emotionally disturbed female 
according to her level of need. This includes the provision of 
transition and linkage services to prepare the mentally-emotionally 
disturbed inmate for her return to the community on parole. 

Inpatient Henta~ Health Care. The decision to include an 
environment in which to provide intensive treatment for the 
mentally ill female inmate population in-house is influenced by 
several factors: the size of the mentally ill population, their 
level of dysfunction, th.e proximity of the facility to a 
professional community from which mental health staff can be hired, 
local community treatment resources, and correctional department 
policy. Because mentally ill women form a very small percentage 
of a jurisdiction's inmate population, development of intensive 
inpatient treatment ser:vices for them in the correctional 
environment has not, until recently, been seen as a priority; older 
facilities have not been designe~ to accommodate them. 

The ability of correctional jurisdictions to treat an inmate in 
acute crisis against her will varies. For the most part, strict 
adminis~ra~ive rules or legisla~ion govern this process to preven~ 
abuse i~ t~e c==rectional settina; traditionallv the mission of 
corrections has not been to provide mental health trea~ment. The 
;; ........... _~.e----__ ' ~""' .. r""_o ,...-;..- ~anv c-,-o"'-''; c"'a' ~,.-~ sd'; c-'; ons is '-l-.a~ ~e svsteJ:: 
-~..., - - - - .. ~"""" - - -'- -- ... - J .... - - - -_.. -- - -
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of due process to get the inmate to be accepted into the mental 
hospital is long and arduous to negotiate, meanwhile the inmate 
suffers unduly. For the most part, this is resolved through an 
emergency transfer to a·local,community or state mentaL. health 
facility, based on a finding by two psychiatrists that the inmate 
is an immediate "danger to herself or others" ; and due process 
take place after the fact. 

Once in the hospital environment the inmate is assessed, force 
medicated, quickly stabilized and then returned to the correctional 
institution. Unfortunately, unless the correctional jurisdiction 
has a dedicated mental health unit, the inmate is returned to 
general population or placed in protective custody, which is not 
the optimal solution. Despite the best ~ttempts on the part of 
medical and psychology staff to provide support in this 
environment, the inmate often decompensates and the cycle begins 
anew; transfer to the mental hospital becomes a revolving d~or. 
Therefore, at minimum, a dedicated housing unit designed to 
facilitate the delivery of a higher level of mental health care 
than is available in general population is advisable. 

If'a jurisdiction is committed to planning a special unit within 
its women's facility for mental health treatment, levels of care 
must be defined and a database developed to quantify the services 
that it will be necessary to provide. This in turn provides the 
information necessary to define the number of beds required for 
inpatient care. This information is vital to the unit design, 
treatment planning, and unit staffing. Moreover, treatment beds 
represent an expensive resource and, as such, should be considered 
the, most intensive option in a continuum of services; therefore, 
assessment of need will help to insure that enough beds are built 
and that plans have been made to use them effectively. 

In planning a special mental health treatment unit, it is important 
to clearly define the population to be served in this unit in 
behavioral terms. If the institution will be required to hold 
women in acute crisis pending authority to transfer her to a mental 
hospital for' treatment, a higher number of cells that are sized to 
accommodate the use of medical restraints will be needed than if 
inmates can treated against her will in this mental health unit. 
Acute crisis beds also need to be located so that direct 
observation by staff is facilitated; they also need to be stripped 
of all equipment that the inmate could use to harm herself. A 
separate acu.te care unit for women in mental health crisis is 
desi=able, but may not be feasi9l~ if the female inmate populat~on 
is small. If this is the case; then care should be taken to 
develop an acute care area within the unit that provides visible 
access, but which also has some sound separation. 

~'1 ac:r'ta :lem'tal heal t!l ' .. !l''lit should be located adj acent to an 
intermediate treatment unit that provides a less restric~ive 

30t~ of t=.ese 
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units should be located close to the medical infirmary to 
facilitate the proximity of medical and mental health staff in the 
care of mutual clients. Care should be taken to make the mental 
heal th environment as "normalized" as is feasible and attention 
should be paid to development of the interior of the unit so that 
it is conducive to treatment and does not exacerbate symptoms. For 
example, colors used in the unit are important and should be chosen 
with care as certain colors can overstimulate an aggressive patient 
and under stimulate a depressed one; attention should be paid to 
the provision of acoustical treatments to buffer sound; textures 
are also important. 

The jurisdiction also needs to determine the treatment approach, 
model, and mode of service delivery, because this will impact the 
number and type of spaces to be included in the design. For 
example, if the facility chooses to develop a therapeutic 
environment in which to provide intensive treatment,. the 
jurisdiction should include offices for the treatment staff and 
rooms in which to conduct group therapy and therapeutic recreation 
in the housing unit, instead of separating the treatment staff from 
the inmates, which is more traditionally the case in correctional 
institutions. Placing treatment staff in the housing unit promotes 
behavioral observation and interaction between patients and these 
staff, which creates a more supportive therapeutic milieu, provides 
treatment staff with a higher degree of familiarity with the 
patient and her issues, and decreases the tensions and fears that 
exacerbates acting out behavior. When treatment staff are 
separated from the population they serve, there is a tendency for 
them to only interact with th~ patient by appointment and the above 
benefits are lost. 

The process through which mentally ill inmates are assessed and 
assigned to these beds also requires definition. A diagnostic 
process should be established to insure that mentally ill inmates 
are identified and assigned to the appropriate level of care in the 
least restrictive environment; a mentally ill woman should not be 
kept in an intensive treatment environment if she is sufficiently 
stable to be treated in an environment that allows her to be more 
actively involved in everyday programs and activities. The intake 
process should include a mental health screeni.ng and, even though 
she may not be in need of services at that time, a system for 
periodic checking and referral for evaluation should be in place 
throughout the inmate's sentence in the event she begins to exhibit 
signs of decompensation. - ~. 

General population Services. Inpatient treat~ent beds alone are 
not sufficient to meet the needs of mentally ill inmates. Follow
un mental health services need to be provided for women when they 
are discharged from the special men~al health unit and retur~ ~o 
gener~: ~c~~~at~cn. =ust ~s t~e discharged mental patient must 
find support in the community (specialized hOus,ing , .... cl~nics, 
~~a=a;YI a~=.), ~~e i~=a~e ~~o ~s discha~ged :=o~ ~npa~~an_ care 
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must find support in the institution. Services for mentally
emotionally disturbed women who may never be sufficiently disturbed 
to be housed in a special mental health unit are equally important. 
Institutional programming should include psychologicaL services, 
psychiatric review, medication monitoring, counseling or follow-up 
therapy, and transition/linkage services, as need dictates. This 
could also include a sheltered living situation, where inmates live 
together but receive day treatment services or mainstream into 
general population activities during the day. A mental health 
clinic area could be located adjacent to the mental health unit 
that provides space in which inmates in general population to 
receive these services. It should be designed to accommodate group 
therapy, individual counseling, and therapeutic recreation. This 
will facilitate the ability of mental health staff located in the 
mental health unit to provide some of these services. 

Decisions regarding the management and treatment of mentally. ill 
inmates can have tremendous spatial impact. A jurisdiction must 
carefully evaluate the extent of services needed and make decisions 
regarding the type of treatment and the delivery system in order 
to cost effectively meet the needs of these inmates. Augmenting 
general population services, contracting local mental health beds 
in the community, and providing a sheltered living environment in 
the institution, for example, may prove more cost effective in a 
jurisdiction without a high number of acutely dysfunctional 
inmates. If the facility is being renovated or expanded, existing 
housing units can be modified to include spaces in which to provide 
mental health services and redesignated for inmates requiring a 
sheltered living environment, rather than investing in construction 
of new treatment beds. Housing the more acute and chronically 
mentally-emotionally disturbed population together, assigning 
specialized staff to that unit, and providing a higher level of 
programming for these inmates than is available to those in general 
population may enable a jurisdiction to meet its needs with minimal 
construction costs. 

Substance Abuse 

As with mental health care, the type of substance abuse treatment 
programming that will provided in the institution must be planned 
so that space in which to provide it can be included in the 
facility design. The possibilities for substance abuse treatment 
run along a continuum of services ranging from education programs 
to support groups (such as Narcotics Anonymous), to time limited 
counseling programs for women £n·~eneral population to intensi~e 
transd tional inpatient treatment; the jurisdiction must select 
'tlhich ootions it wishes to imolement, given the needs of the 
populai:{on and the goals of the -jurisdict:ion regarding the amount: 
== =sscu==es it wishes to dedica~s to substance abuse treatmeni: . 

. :;12. sUr"'leyed i:lstitutior.s provi::'ed SC::le level ·of s1.!bsta..'"lce a1::u.se 
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counseling; however, the survey instrument did not attempt to 
determine the level or intensity of treatm~~nt. No surveyed 
facility had dedicated int.ensive substance abu:se treatment units. 
Nor~h Carolina ran a thr.ee to fou= week progranl, during which time 
the women participating in the program were housed together. 
Treatment included Alcoholics Anonymous and Narcotics Anonymous 
groups at all facilities. Minnesota ran a day treatment program 
but did not house participants together. 

Increasing proportions of women are being incarcerated for drug
related offensesi therefore, substance abuse treatment should be 
given the same emphasis for female inmates that it is receiving for 
male inmates. In addition, female offenders typically exhibit a 
higher rate of alcohol abuse than male offenders, so treatment for 
women needs to address both alcohol and drugs. 

A comprehensive substance abuse service delivery system ,should 
include a addiction severity a~lsessment at the diagnostic stage at 
intake, mandatory substance abuse education, substance abuse 
counseling for inmates in general population, and intensive 
treatment when the inmate nears release which provides transition 
and linkage services for foll.ow-up in the community to which she 
will return. The intensive treatment option is, of course, the 
most costly and the one few jurisdictions will attempt. 
Alternatively, the facility can decide to house together the women 
who are interested in receiving substance abuse counseling. Doing 
this fosters the development of a therapeutic environment, which 
may be reinforced by adopting the principles of the therapeutic 
community. Women who demonstrate an unwillingness to abide by 
these principles are returned to general population. with a 
motivated group of women in a supportive environment it is possible 
to address some of the deeper underlying issues of substance abuse 
and low self esteem, such as child sexual abuse experiences, that 
cannot be addressed in general population. 

There are spatial implications to providing substance abuse 
programming regardless of the degree of intensity. AA and NA 
meetings require an appropriately sized room; general population 
education and counseling services require space; a dedicated 
housing unit also must be designed to provide rooms for group 
therapy and one-to-one counseling. Multi-purpose rooms can be used 
in most cases for substance abuse services for women in general 
population, however, it is important to realistically assess all 
the uses that mUlti-purpose rooms are being used for during the 
planning process; often an insufficient number of these rooms are 
planned and they end up being heavily scheduled and programs are 
curtailed as a result. 

In larger facilities it is recommended ~ha~ mUlti-purpose space be 
des~=~ed ir.to ~he housing unit to allow services to come to the 
inmate. This provides the highest: degree of flexibilit:Yi it: 
~~~~~iZeS esco~ anc c===ec~i=na: o==~=er s~pe~~ision and aLlcws 
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services, particularly volunteer services, to occur during eveninq 
hours when staffing is lower but the availability of volunteers is 
higher . Alternatively I or in addition, if management i:s 
decentralized and housing is designed in clusters, each with its 
own activity center, multi-purpose counseling and group meeting 
space can be located in the activity center and shared by women 
from several units. Again, overall use of these rooms must be 
assessed to ensure that there will be sUfficient space available 
for service delivery to take place 

Recreation 

Recreational activities form an important part of the prison 
environment; they provide needed release of tension and allow 
opportunities for physical exercise. Female inmates exhibit 
different preferences and needs in recreation programming than -male 
inmates. Women do not typically participate in team sports, ,and 
they are more drawn to hobby and craft activities than men. These 
preferences have significant impact on the design of the facility. 

Type of Program and Facilities. Given the preferences of female 
inmates, decisions need to be made during the planning process 
about the types of programs that will be offered. Physical 
exercise alternatives could include aerobics classes, exercise 
rooms with stationary bicycles, treadmills, and weight equipment. 
similarly, hobby/craft activities can range from macrame, (which 
requires no dedicated space) to weaving (which requires special 
equipment but not special rooms) to ceramics, leathercraft, or 
jewelry making (which requires special equipment, dedicated space, 
and supervision/security for the use of potentially dangerous 
materials and equipment). 

Because female inmates tend to be less interested in team sports, 
a centralized gymnasium is not necessarily essential to an 
effective recreation program. However, if a gymnasium is not 
planned, alternative facilities should be provided to cover 
activities that are often held in a gymnasium, such as those which 
require an auditorium and stage. Activities that require more 
expensive equipment, such ceramics which require kiln and pottery 
wheels, would be centralized, as would an auditorium, dance studio, 
or other specialized space; however, an exercise room could al:i~ 
be incorporated into the housing unit design to allow some 
equipment (exercise bicycles, weights) and classes to be held on 
the unit. outdoor rgcreation ?p~ce can also be provided off ~he . 
housing units. . 

All survey respondents noted the different preferences of women 
regarding recreation programs. One responden~ pointed out that, 
si~ce wc~enrs i~stit~ti=r.s ter.d t= ~c~se a broad range of ages and 
lengths of sentence, recreation programming needs to be sensitive 
-~ -~e c.4~~~~r~~- ~O~~~:~~~~~ ~~ ~~-~~~~~- ~"~-co=u'~tions. I..-w _.. ______ .. \- __ ""::."-' _____ .~ __ ..... - -------......... -~ __ -- -
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Four of the seven institutions surveyed rated their recreation 
facilities as adequate. The three facilities without gymnasiums 
(Iowa and Montana had none; Pennsylvania had a half-court gym which 
was closed for renovation at the time of the survey) indicated a 
need for one. These facili ties ~.;ere currently using outdoor 
recreation and other spaces (auditorium, visiting room, etc.) for 
small-group activities or individual exercise. Hobby and craft 
activities were reported to be very popular with the women, but the 
need for dedicated space sometimes limited ability to provide a 
full program. The Minnesota facility incorporated a bowling alley 
into the facility design. 

Exemplary Programs. The Montana Women's Correctional 
Facility, despite its lack of a gymnasium, runs a mandatory 
physical fitness program. Once cleared by a physician, the 
inmate participates in an exercise program that is' both 
competitive and individualized--inmate proceed at their own 
pace, but the respondent reported that competition exists 
among the inmates to become proficient at a particular 
exercise area (running, sit-ups, etc.). The respondent also 
reported that this program has increased inmates' self-esteem, 
fostered health-consciousness, and actually decreased sick 
call contacts. 

outdoor' Recreation. Women's preferences in recreational 
programming can be incorporated into the design of outdoor 
recreation areas as well. Large spaces, such as would be used for 
football, could be landscaped into walking/j ogging trails. Seating 
could be placed in the outdoor recreation area. While the 
opportunity for some team sports (e.g., softball) should still be 
available, planners should take into account that, on the whole, 
women enjoy b~ing outdoors more than they enjoy playing outdoors, 
and that women t~nd to pursue individualized exercise programs. 

counselinq 

Perhaps more than any other correctional population, female inmates 
need the personal attention and support provided by counseling. 
Counseling is different from mental health treatment--it is usually 
not as formalized, it does not involve physicians, and it can take 
a variety of forms. Three particular types of counseling-
spiritual, situational, and support groups--are discussed below. 

• I 

spiritual counseling. No evidence exists to suggest that female 
inmates are more likely to attend religious services or access 
re:igious counseling t~an male innates. Religious services and 
chaplain counseling sho~id be available to accommodate inma~es of 
a :_ -.. a'':":.~s,· -~Q -=::::ac~"~--r:!"' ~ ... ~~t.:.""'; .:~ ~ ... ,- ;:I" ..... ~ss~"""'o h:=ve a - .- - '-'_ .. - -- ----1 _.- --, -- - ---:;:'- ----, -
dedicated chaoel and dedicated chaplain offices and/or counseling 

- --d~ ~ I ':":: - .. ,: - .; ,...,.;~ '-":1-'="" a' "'Q~a-~~"'=- s-i -.; ......, .. a~ rooms. .lon aa ... ,-~on, ... _ .. eec. _:::> _ •• -- .... _'---, ---- •• '---- !-'-----
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activities and resources (meditation, tai ch'i, etc.) may be 
explored. 

situationQl Counseling. Inmates need help dealing with day-to-day 
concerns, both inside the institution and issues involving their 
families, legal status, etc. This counseling often takes the form 
of contact with case managers or correctional counselors and 
constitutes the inmate's primary point of contact with institution 
staff. Correctional officers or other unit staff also perform this 
function to some extent. 

Situati.onal counseling can be provided either through regularly 
scheduled sessions or on an as-needed basis; a combination of these 
api;'roaches is recQ,mmended I with additional contacts according to 
inmate need. Inmates new to the system, for example, will probably 
require more frequent counselor contacts, as will inmates with 
special needs (mental health 1 substance abuse, legal or cusi:ody 
issues /' etc.). These inmates may be assigned to a particular case 
manager/counselor/ who carries a smaller caseload because these 
inmates need more attention. Inmates who are low functioning 
should be assigned to a case manager/counselor who has a smaller 
caseload, because these inmates require time and attention over and 
above that required by inmates of average intelligence. 

Depending on the facility's management approach, case 
manager/counselor offices can be located either on the housing unit 
(decentralized) or centJ:ally. Placing case managers close to 
inmates fosters beneficial inmate-staff relationships and provides 
casual supervision. Alternatively, if housing is organized into 
clusters and unit management office space is provided in the unit 
activity can'tar/ case managers/counselors will be located here; if 
this approach is adopted, offices, secure records storage for the 
inmate T~;orking files (the main inmate record may be kept in a 
central records area or could be kept in this location), and a 
staff room: should be available. Most case manager/ inmate contacts 
would take place in the case manas-er's office, which should be 
sized to accommodate the staff member and two clients and should 
be sound-isolated to ensure confidentiality. At least one or two 
counseling office should be designed into each housing unit, 
dependin.g on the number of inmates it is designed to accommodate. 
C~m'tralized counseling/case management services would require 
larger spaces for records storage, support staff, and inm.ate 
waiting. 

SUppo,rt Groups. One of the most.e~fective Tflays in which inmate can 
receive counseling is through support groups. These groups allow 
inmates to discuss topics of mutual concern in a non-threatening, 
ooen at~osohere. The decision to orovide support group 
programming:-whether those groups are -formal and run, ~y a 
~"'··-\"""-·-e""3."'~ s- 0 .... 'n":""""""'a 1 ""e"" .... ,... ........ u .... s--; ... c .... ""ases "''''0 f="c' l.l.tv 's t::" ... ~t '-' ..... \OJ \,. •• _ .t:"- '- _ _. __ J,. ••• _ ~ -- -:- -:- -... - - _ ..... - - - -

need for flexible or multi-purpose space. Support or peer groups 
ge""eral.J.-y do no.,... ........ oau~ ... "" s-... =r"="~';z=d ':::aC~'~t:4.::oS, bu-= t!1ev do .1~ .. __ .. Jt-__ _ -- ____ - -- --- -- -
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require quiet, private space. Multi-purpose rooms located in the 
housing unit that can be reserved for these activities are 
recommended. 

In~orporating support group space into a facility's mental health 
environment is not recommended, particularly if severely disturbed 
inmates are housed within that environment. In addition, 
centralizing support group space makes it necessary for inmates to 
move to attend the group, which may entail escort. Traffic flow 
should be minimal in a dedicated mental health unit both to insure 
security and to facilitate the development of a therapeutic 
treatment culture on that unit. 

Furnishings in support counseling spaces should be limited to 
sufficient chairs to seat the desired number of participants 
without creating barriers between them through the presence of 
tables. If the support group counseling sessions are suc~ that 
inmates are expected to take notes, desk/chair units are 
recommended. 

All of the surveyed facilities provided some level of support group 
programming. Respondents indicated that female inmates were in 
particular need this kind of small-group interaction and that 
important common issues can be addressed effectively in this 
format. 

The survey was not designed to assess the variety or effectiveness 
of each facility's programming; rather, it was intended to discern 
what kind of space is best for these programs and whether each 
facility felt its space to be adequate. Therefore, exemplary" 
programs are not discussed here. 

Survey respondents reported that locations for support groups 
ranged from specially designated rooms in a mental health setting 
to a facility's auditorium or visiting rooms; facilities with at 
least some designated counseling'.space generally offered a wider 
range of programming and rated their space as more adequate than 
those that operated support groups in spaces intended for other 
acti~iities. only the Minnesota facility had dedicated program 
space on the housing units. All other facilities used centralized 
space for support groups. 

support group programming should include groups dedicated to 
specific women's issues, particularly the issue of abuse. The 
majority of female inmates have experienced some level of physical; 
sexual, or psychological abuse; the support group format has been 
proven very effective in addressing these issues . 
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Summ~ry of Program Services 
-----

SERVICE LA KY MN 

Adult Basic Education • • • 
--

GEl) pr-eparation and exam • • • 

College courses • · • 
-

Vocational education* · · · 
Substance Abuse programming • · · ----
Support Groups · · · ---
Gymnasium • · .1# 

r-----
Number of academic classrooms 2 1 2 

------ , 
Nlimber of vocational classr.ooms 4 4 1 

- ------
Percentage participating in academic 

prugrams (full- and part-time) NA '20 78 
----

Percentage participating in vocational 
progr-ams (full- and part-time) NA 23 31 

---
Percentage employed in Industries** 12 7 54 

-
* See 'l'able B for a summary of vocational offerings. 
** See 'I'able C for a summary of Industries offerings. 

10 MT PA 

• • • 

• • • 

· · · 
· • · 

· 
· · 

4 2 15 

0 0 15 

50 45 24 

8 NA 38 

20 0 6 

# Illmates in this facility use the gymnasium in the state hospital. 
located on the state hospital campus. 

NA ~ not available 
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INST~TOTION SERVICES 

• Correctional facilities are communities in miniature: they provide 
the housing, food, health care, employment,- and recreation that 
community residents access in many different locations and through 
many different methods in one centralized location. While program 
offerings are an essential part of the correctional environment, 
institution services are also essential to meeting inmates' basic 
needs. Well-planned service components contribute to the smooth 
operation of the facility. 

• 

• 

Three important service areas are discussed in this section. 
Medical care is perhaps the single most important service a women's 
correctional facility provides. The unique needs of a female 
population has direct impact on the types of care provided and the 
physical environment. Food service and institutional support are 
also affected by the characteristics of a female population~ Each 
of these areas is discussed separately, with survey results 
incorporated under the topic. 

Medical Services 

Historically, female inmates use prison health services much more 
often than male inmates. Women alsq have additional health care 
needs, such as gynecological examinations and pre-natal care. Much 
of the litigation initiated by female inmates concerns their right 
to access adequate health care. All these concerns have 
contributed to the increased emphasis on health care in women's 
facilities, and jurisdictions planning to construct a women's 
facility should pay particular attention to defining the health 
care delivery system that will be used and designing an environment 
that will support that system. 

Chief among planning concerns is the need to determine which 
services will be provided in-house and which will be accessed in 
community hospitals, clinics, or doctors' offices. These 
decisions are based on a variety of factors: the projected size 
and population of the facility, the availability of qualified 
professionals to staff an in-house component, the number of inmates 
housed in the correctional facility, the feasibility of contracting 
services to be provided in-house, etc. 

For a very small facility, it may prove cost-effective to escort 
inr..atas to community appointm~nts; in larger facilities, itt is 
usually less expensive to bring'specialists into the facil~ty. If 
the decision is made to eSi:ablish specialty clinics within the 
facility, sufficient examination rooms and equipment must be 
provided. 

Another critical planning decision involves the eXi:ent to which 
in-;: a'C:' am: cz!.re ',l/il2.. be avai2..a.i:le oN:" -::::.i:1 'C::'e faci2.i -=y. -;';h.ile 3.2.2. 
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facilities should have the capability to provide infirmary care for 
emergencies, minor illnesses and post-hospitalization recovery, it 
may not be desirable to invest in equipment and staff to handle 
more intensive care. 

The type of facility under consideration also affects which health 
care services are provided. For example, a converted or renovated 
facility may not be to accommodate the range of services possible 
in a new facility, thus resulting in more community care. 

If the facility is to accommodate a continuum of health care 
services such that only acute medical care is to be provided in the 
community, space must be provided for screening, assessment, 
ambulatory care, and infirmary care. This is true whether the 
jurisdiction plans to staff the medical component themselves or 
contract it entirely. Administrators must also consider whether 
they want the design of the full-service infirmary to meet Joint 
commission on the Accreditation of Health Care organizations 
(JCAHO) standards. 

The location and design of a medical services component can inhibit 
or facilitate service delivery. Ideally, the medical component 
should be located in relatively close proximity to the housing 
units to facilitate inmate access to it. It must also be located 
to allow for easy access by an ambulance in the event an inmate 
must be transferred from the medical component to a hospital. If 
the facility is sufficiently large, it may be feasible to design 
a special needs housing cluster that would locate the ambulatory 
care, infirmary care, and mental health components together. The 
ambulatory and inpatient care components of medical services should 
be separated. This can either be achieved through physical 
barriers or through the location of a nurses station between the 
two areas. 

Appointment scheduling for ambulatory care services allows staff 
to control extraneous inmate movem~nt through the ambulatory care 
area. In addition, access to the medical care component can be 
through a controlled sallyport. A secure waiting area, sized to 
accommodate the projected number of inmates who would be waiting 
at any given time for medical services appointments, could be 
located to connect directly with the sallyport. Entrance to the 
ambulatory care area from the secure waiting area is then regulated 
to occur only when the inmate's presence is requested by the health 
care staff. Installation of an intercom could decrease the need 
for officer escort. 

The survey revealed a wide variety of health care arrangements at 
the institutions examined. All the institutions rated their 
medical services as adequa~e and provided some level of inpatien~ 
C ",...= =- 1eas .... du-~ .... g ,..=,~~-.,. \""""-5 ", .c"C i1i t i =s had some in----I -"-.... "- ._... ........-:1 ---...&.- .... ---. -~-- -- --- --
house sick call and physical examination procedures in place. only 
""-u- o~ -\"e r-ac;';~;es -~~=-=~ --~~-= ~·-~r-'-a;c,,1 =x~i""a-;ons J.."'-'i -. j. \",,0.4 ..... ..:.. ..... __ ....,; _____ .... ....., •• ____ "'::.!l.t.-.:;;----J- -- - -_. - I 
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and only one had on-site examination by a specialist other than a 
podiatrist or optometrist. 

The North Carolina respondent f having recently supervised the 
construction of their new medical services component, reinforced 
the point that provision of services in-house is, in the long run, 
economical because it greatly reduces the number of correctional 
officer hours spent in transport of patients. 

The following areas are important in the design and functioning of 
a medical component. Relevant survey results are included in the 
discussion. 

Health Care Planning and Education. The average female offender 
has neglected her health prior to becoming incarcerated; therefore, 
she is likely to need both medical attention and prevt?ntive 
education to help her develop skills to care for herself better in 
the community after release. Sex education should be an important 
element of this curriculum. In addition, pre-natal education is 
an essential part of women's health care (see "Pre-Natal Care" 
below) . None of the surveyed facilities had extensive health 
education programs in place, though several respondents 
acknowledged the need for these programs. 

The provision of these programs does not have a significant impact 
on facility design. Classes can be conducted during evening hours 
in vacant classrooms or multi-purpose rooms . 

sick Call. The sick call process usually begins on the housing 
unit, where inmates request to see medical staff. An efficient, 
effective sick call screening process can save time and reduce 
congestion in the medical services area. If possible, a nurse 
should conduct sick call screening on a daily basis; a small triage 
area with a sink should be incorporated into the housing unit 
design for this purpose. The nurse can screen complaints and 
schedule appointments with a physician, physician's assistant, or 
nurse practitioner as appropriate. The nurse can also dispense 
over-the-counter and prescription medication during sick call; the 
triage area should contain adequate circulation space for this 
purpose. The poor written communication skills of many female 
inmate make a written request for medical attention less effective 
than triage by medical staff on the housing unit. 

providing sick calIon the housing unit need not have a significant 
spatial impact. Sc=eening . st3.ff r..;i11 not conduct physical 
examinations on the unit, so a specially equipped exam room is not 
necessary. A medication cart is recommended for use to eliminate 
the need for secure medication storage or refrigeration on the 
unit. Housing unit staff can schedule screening to minimize 
c:::nges"C:"on. 

Pre-Natal Care . 
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in general population (in Pennsylvania, the inmate was moved to the 
infirmary for the last two weeks of term). The average number of 
pregnant inmates (at any given time) for all facilities was 7, 
ranging from a low of 2 (Iowa, Minnesota, and Montana) to a high 
of 23 (North Carolina). All facilities also provided some level 
of pre-natal care; five offered in-house care, while two used 
community providers. 

Adequate pre-natal care should encompass more than periodic 
physical examination. Education is also an important component of 
such care. In addition, the special needs of pregnant inmates 
should be considered. The North Carolina facility (which has the 
highest number of pregnant inmates of the surveyed institutions) 
has dedicated a housing unit to pregnant women; this unit has 
,special furniture, classroom space, and additional "quiet" space. 
The respondent reported that inmates find the unit very helpful in 
handling the physical and emotional demands of pregnancy, and 'that 
the inmates there tend to form strong bonds that help them after 
delivery. 

All surveyed institutions transferred inmates to community 
hospitals for delivery. The possibility of complications 
necessitating the use of special equipment or procedures makes 
delivery in the facility highly undesirable. 

Examination and Clinic Facilities. Adequate (and adequately 
equipped) examination space is an important factor in the design 
of a facility I s health care component. As mentioned above, a 
jurisdiction must define the extent to which medical services will 
be provided in the facility before the design process begins. At 
a minimum, basic exam rooms should be available for ambulatory, 
non-emergency care. Special equipment (for podiatric, orthopedic, 
neurological, dermatological, or other specialist appointments) may 
not be necessary if the jurisdiction plans to make these services 
available in another location--whether a community hospital/clinic 
or another correctional facility.; It should be noted, however, 
that extra exam rooms ar~ easier to add during new construction 
than later; that is, the jurisdiction may want to consider adding 
space to give themselves the option of providing more in-house 
services at a later date. 

Proximity of available care is an important factor in determining 
w'hether to provide a service in-house or in the community. 
Montana, for example, contracts most medical services with the 
state mental hospital because ~its facility is located on the· 
hospital grounds. In Iowa, inmates are transported 100 miles for 
scheduled physician appointments in Iowa City. The average 
distance to a hospital for emergency services was 6.4 miles; for 
scheduled appoin~ments, 22 miles. An average of 2.2 exam rooms 
~as available i~ each surveyed facility. 

Cpt~ei.. .. l and dental eq'.li;:::en-= shcul.:i be available L"l be =acili~y / 
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• since a significant number of inmates are likely to require these 
services and it would probably be most cost-effective to provide 
them in-house. Gynecological and pre-natal examinations should be 
available as a standard in-house service. 

The examination area should be designed around a central nursing 
station that provides a barrier to control and direct inmate 
movement into the various examination and service areas. After 
completion of the examination or procedure the inmate is escorted 
back to the nursing station by the health care practitioner; 
interventions ordered by the practitioner are transcribed, and 
additional or return appointments are scheduled, at that time. 

Minor outpatient surgical procedures, such as suturing, can be 
handled in-house if the facility is designed and equipped to 
provide them. More comprehensive surgery is better managed through 
a local provider. To accommodate this need, one special 
examination room should be designed for special procedures 
(electrocardiograms, minor suturing, cast change, emergency trauma 
interventions). This room should be at least 240 square feet in 
size to allow for a high intensity ceiling light and 360 degree 
access to the examination table and storage for special equipment 
and supplies. This special procedure room would not be used as a 
general examination room. The special procedure room should be 
secured when not in use, although. emergency access must be 
available to health care staff. 

~ The examination/clinic area should also contain space for storage 
of records and equipment. The central medication storage area or 
pharmacy should also be located close to this area. 

• 

Infirmary Care. All surveyed institutions made some attempt to 
provide infirmary care. This ranged from a new medical services 
building in North Carolina containing 36 infirmary beds (5 semi
private rooms, 3 four-bed wards, 2 isolation rooms, 2 maximum 
custody rooms with lockdown capability, and 6 mental health beds) 
to day infirmary care only (due to staff shortages) in Minnesota. 
Pennsylvania, Kentucky, and North Carolina had all recently 
completed or were currently undergoing expansion of infirmary beds 
because of their rising facility popUlations. 

Infirmary care should be available for women who are too sick to 
remain in their housing unit but who do not require 
hospitalization. Smaller facilities may choose to locate acute 
mental health housing in the -infirmary to minimize staffing. I The 
number of beds to be included in an infirmary will depend on the 
number of women it is to serve; if there is the likelihood of 
housing being added at a later date, the infirmary should be 
oversized to accommoda~e the added popula~ion. 

The infirmary care component should be designed with a mix of 
s~~;~= Cells fo~ ~~gh ~~s~ody L~a~=s a~d ~ul~iple-occ~pancy r=orns 
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for lower custody patients. These cells or rooms should be 
designed to insure maximum visibility from the nursing station; 
glazing may be used to facilitate this. Installation of a nurse 
call system is also recommended for all infirmary beds. 

Single occupancy isolation rooms should also be included in the 
design to allow for women with infectious diseases to be cared for 
in the infirmary setting. Of the total number of isolation rooms 
required, half should be designed for body fluid isolation with 
appropriate clean and dirty linen disposal, and half for 
respiratory isolation (negative pressure) with vestibules equipped 
with a sink and clean/dirty linen disposal, storage for linen, and 
other direct care supplies. 

Attention should be paid to adequate sizing of the nursing station 
if medication dispensing is to take place there, or for a separate 
medication dispensing area. Survey respondents cited inadequate 
medication space as a major deficiency of their medical areas. 

Corridors and doors in the medical component should be designed to 
allow sufficient space for wheelchairs and for inmates to be moved 
on a gurney to an ambulance in the event of transfer to a hospital. 

Exemplary Proqrams. In addition to the expressed need for more 
in-house medical capability, respondents expressed concern 
regarding the need for the medical services area to be des'igned to 
serve the dual needs of both treatment and security and control of 
inmate flow through the medical services area. Visibility from the 
nurses station was also considered a problem as was the inability 
for inmates to contact the nursing staff from an infirmary bed if 
they needed to do so. Circulation space for the dispensing of 
medication was also cited as a problem. In addition, an efficient 
way to transfer inmates to a hospital was considered desirable. 

The North Carolina Women's Facility at Raleigh completed 
construction of a new medical services component in 1989. This 
medical services component is designed to provide a complete range 
of ambulatory and inpatient basic nursing care for 600 inmates. 
The component provides for a variety of security levels and a wide 
range of inpatient services: it contains 5 examination rooms, 1 
triage room, and outpatient surgical facilities. 

The North Carolina medical component was the result of three years 
of planning and has responded to many of the speci,al considerations 
posed by providing health care in~a prison environment. Not eveFY 
jurisdiction would need such an' extensive health care system; 
Montana, for example, has a hospital less than 100 yards from the 
women's facility. However, careful planning and, as the respondent 
reported, "a sharp eye for the 'Nisesi: 'Nay to spend your ':!loney" have 
=esulted in a well-designed and responsive system in North 
Carolina. 
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In-Ilou:..;e Health Services 

---
SERVICE LA l<Y MN 10 MT PA NC 

- -

Sjck Call • · • · • · · 
Phys.i ca 1 Examination • • • · • · · 
Overnight Infirmary • • • · · 

,---

Isoldtion · · · • · • 
1--_. 

Physical Therapy · · 0 · ---
Specialist Exam · 
Gynecological Exam · • · • 

- , 
PI-e-Uatul Care ,. · · · · · --.----

I , 

Dcnt<.ll Care · · · · · · ! 
'. - ---

Labol.-atory Services · · · -. 
Dedicated Inpatient MH Rooms 0 · · 

I -
counseling Services · · · · · · 

~ r--

Number of Inpatient Infirmary Beds 13 11 3* 0 2 22 
-.-

~ Humber of Inpatient MH Beds 1 0 0 0 0 12 
I---'_M_. 

* Infjemary is staffed for day coverage only. 
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Visiting 

Female offenders are typically less likely to receive visitors than 
their male counterparts; this may in part be due to the isolated 
locations of many women I s facilities. Nevertheless, visiting plays 
an important role in helping the inmate maintain contact with 
family and friends, and should be considered an important 
institutional service. 

All surveyed institutions provided primarily contact visitation; 
a total of four non-contact visiting booths in all surveyed 
facilities. Since contact visiting is the norm in women 's 
facilities, visiting areas should be subdivided into conversation 
groups to allow some measure of privacy. 

The surveyed institutions reported a variety of problems with 
visiting. Most concerns centered on lack of dedicated visLting 
space or the effect crowding had on the number of visitors. Three 
of the facilities had to restrict the number of visitors allowed, 
and one had to restrict the length of the visit. 'rwo facilities 
offered visiting only on weekends because of lack of space. 

The survey revealed that dedicated visiting space should be 
considered a priority in building a new women's facility, and that 
adequate visiting arrangements are essential when planning a 
renovation or conversion. Institutions built for uses other than 
correctional facilities rarely contain suitable spaces for 
visiting; therefore, visiting space should be high on the list for 
renovation or expansion. 

The major security issue in visiting is the potential for visitors 
to bring contraband into the facility. In women's facilities, 
where a larger number of children will be visiting, staff face 
particular problems in dealing with the difficult issue of 
conducting adequate screening while being sensitive to the visitor. 
All visitors are screened upon entrance into the facility. Lockers 
should be available for storage of; visitors' coats and valuables, 
and visitors should pass through a metal detector. If more 
extensive search procedures are required, female officers should 
be on duty to pat search children. 

Food service 

All survey respondents indicated that female inmates have different 
food service needs than male irimates. Respondents also indicated' 
that women take a greater interest in how well food is prepared, 
presented, and served. The major areas of concern in food service 
are discussed below. 

I:lining Area Location. 
dini:lg =oc~s. wni2.e 

All the surveyed facili~ies had cen~ralized 
~'1is ':'5 c:::::::=cn in :::ct~ older and smaller 
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facilities, new facilities are often locating dining on the housing 
unit if a decentralized management concept is adopted. 
Decentralized dining allows for a more intimate atmosphere and 
minimizes inmate movement. If it is adopted, a dining area must 
be incorporated into the housing unit design; unit seating, with 
four or six benches attached to a table, is recommended for 
dedicated dining areas, while stacking chairs are recommended if 
the dining area is to be used for another purpose as well. In a 
facility with larger housing units, multi-purpose dining rooms may 
provide useful space for other activities. 

If decentralized dining is adopted, meals can either be transported 
from the central kitchen to the unit in pre-portioned thermal trays 
or a serving line could be located in the unit. Alternatively, if 
the facility is designed to cluster housing units together to 
facilitate unit management, a dining room could be located in the 
unit activity center and a serving line set up in it that uses a 
steam table and includes a salad bar. Smaller facilities would 
generally choose to centralize dining or use the pre-portioned tray 
method of food distribution; in either case, the dining area should 
contain a beverage station and storage for some dry goods (cold 
cereal, crackers, etc.). If dining is not done in the housing 
unit, a beverage station should be located there so that the women 
can access juice, coffee, or other beverages between meals. . 

centralized dining rooms provide easier food distribution but can 
necessitate scheduling meals in shifts. If centralized dining is 
used, long "institutional" tables seating more than twelve inmateS] 
should be avoided in favor of smaller, more conversational 
groupings. 

Nutritional/Dietary Concerns. All survey respondents said female 
inmates require a lower.-calorie menu with more salads, fruit and 
vegetables. Menus planned for male inmates typically are high in 
fat and starch, and this can result in weight gain for female 
inmates, who generally exhibit. fairly low levels of physical 
activity. Centralized dining rooms should incorporate a salad bar 
into their design; if dining is decentralized, a pre-portioned 
salad could be available as a standard option for lunch or dinner. 
In addition, pregnant inmates have special nutritional needs that 
must be accommodated, and female inmates are more likely than males 
to be on a special diet for medical reasons (high blood pressure 
or cholesterol, for example). Overall, menu planning for female 
inmates is likely to be more individualized than for male inmates; 
kitchens should be equipped to accommodate these needs. 

commissary/canteen and Inmate services. As with menu planning, 
ccmmissary/canteen stock should reflect the different needs of 
female inmates. Fruit should be available for purchase, along "..,ri-=h 
r=duced-calor~e d=L~ks a~d snacks. ~his may result in a women's 
facility having a canteen purchasing operation thai: 1.$ separai:e 
:::.-=r:t ~!'le ::ten 's =acili. --=:'e5 I ar.d ::-==~·ige=a::ed storage =ay need -== be 
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available for canteen stock. 

The commissary/canteen operation can located in the housing unit 
activity center in facilities with unit management. Another oct ion 
is to create an area of the facility that simulates a i'town 
square", with the inmate canteen, a "fast food" cafe, a newsstand, 
a shop area for inmate crafts, a hair care center, etc. This area 
should contain seating for adults and children, and it may be 
adjacent to an outdoor visiting/recreation area. Inmates can gain 
work experience in "real-world" situations by staffing these areas, 
which can be used both during visiting hours to provide the most 
normal type of visit possible, and during recreation periods for 
socializing and leisure skills development. Staff can act as shop 
supervisors and provide casual supervision of the area. If such 
an area is incorporated into the facility design, a staff control 
area or formal officer's station should not be part of it. 

Facility Support 

A full-time equivalent of approximately 20 to 25 percent of the 
inmate population is generally required to provide an adequate 
level of facility support. In a women's facility, this figure may 
be slightly lower if more strenuous work (painting, portering, 
plumbing repairs, etc.) is done by .male inmates from another 
facility or maintenance staff; however~ administrators may choose 
to assign a higher proportion of inmates to clerical positions in 

• 

this facility than they would in a men's facility, so the overall • 
percentage of inmates involved in support work may not vary as much 
as anticipated. 

If possible, work assignments should link with vocational training. 
Inmates enrolled in a horti.,culture program, for example, may also 
work on the grounds maintenance crew. vocational training in 
culinary arts may link with kitchen work assignments. While such 
decisions do not have a significant spatial impact, they are 
important elements of the planning process if the goal is to 
provide inmates with meaningful training that can lead to jobs in 
the community. 

Every effort should be made to minimize the number of male inmates 
or outside workers elliployed in institutional support--not just to 
minimize cost, but to offer the inmates useful job experience. 
Female offenders typically have minimal employment histories, so 
the opportunity to provide some. j_9b experience should be utiliz~d .. 

The use of inmates for facility support impacts architectural 
design only in the sense that some equipment may need to be 
different than it would be in a illen's facility. Kitc~en equipment, 
for exa==le, should be downsized, as women probably would not be 
able to - handle very large or heavy utensils (e. g., a o-gallon 
'..-0-' os) ;:Oor ~"!-le g .... ...,u'"'c,·s'-'"e"",...; '"'g .--Of·' s-:':1a" Q...- .... ; ~; "'g , afH'nmowers ..... _~ ___ . _ __ .... >..J... ..-.. _~_.4 __ _ 'l'f, ... ____ .... _ ..... _.. - -
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may be purchased. These cons iderations should be kept in mind 
during the planning process. It is possible to employ women to do 
most of the maintenance work in the facility; simple equ.ipment 
modifications can easily be made to facilitate that process. 

COST CONTAINMENT MEASURES 

Women's correctional facilities are similar to men's facilities 
when considering total construction cost. Women's facilities must 
meet the same requirements as men's facilities in terms of American 
Correctional Association Standards, building codes, safety 
standards, etc. For this reason, it essential that the mission of 
the institution be defined during planning; confusion over the role 
or responsibility of the facility can add to construction costs 
through over-incorporation of security hardware and physical 
barriers, which in turn reduces the flexibility of the design. 
Moreover, technology generally has not resulted in reducing staff 
or improving communication between staff and inmates. A thorough 
plan for managing and operating the facility will assist in 
determining the appropriate level of technology needed. The staff 
cost of using and maintaining the technology specified should be 
factored into its original price. 

The type of construction, level of technology, and equipment 
choices are all directly influenced by the classification of 
inmates. The difference in construction cost per cell between a 
medium and a maximum custody institution can range from less than 
$35,000 to more than $100,000. If the institution is minimum 
security, some states allow more dormitory space, bringing the 
construction cost down even more. Dormitory space that 
incorporates private rooms or areas may be particularly suitable 
for female inmates. 

At a conservative construction cost estimate of $55,000 per bed, 
any new Gorrectional facility represents a major expenditure. 
Nothing is inexpens i ve in the corrections field, but through 
careful planning and consideration of all available alternatives, 
administrators can realize some economies and ultimately get the 
most for their construction dollar. 

The following areas should be considered for cost savings: 

Labor. Local costs represent a significant percentage of 
total construction expenditure. The cost and availability of 
local labor influences the type of construction used. For 
example, if labor is relatively inexpensive and easy to 
obtain, block or brick cons~ruction is usually used; in areas 
where labor is more expensive or scarcer, precas~ concrete 
and ct~e::- types c:: E=:-e:::.br:'cated ccns:::::-uction should be 
considered . 
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• Facility Size. The smaller housing units recommended for 
female facilities do not generally result in lower 
construction costs; a smaller facility will demand more 
security separation walls at a higher cost. Items unique to 
a women's facility--grooming areas, overnight visitation 
areas, etc. -- can also increase total construction cost. 
Planners must define security zones thoughtfully in order to 
place appropriate security barriers where necessary. 

Security Hardware. Along with careful definition of security 
zones, accurate coordination and location of security 
hardware, glazing, and security hollow metal may save 
thousands of construction dollars. 

Proper classification of inmates will m~n~mize the amount of 
specialized high-security vandal proof furnishings : and 
fixtures that must be used. This allows the designer to use 
more conventional construction methods and provide more beds 
for the dollar. The "typical" high-security cell that meets 
American Correctional Association standards costs 
approximately $20,000; careful allocation of these expensive 
cells is essential. 

Careful programming of spaces will also allow security 
hardware to be reduced substantially. For example, if inmates 
are permitted to mingle with one another and with staff in 
dining, education.al, and recreational settings, than 
constructing cell!:; with stainless steel fixtures and high 
security locking slidi.ng doors is probably an overreaction to 
security levels. 

Construction Materials. Some conditions of confinement in a 
women's facility allow for spaces to be separated into many 
smaller areas. Depending on classification, materials such 
as sheetrock and metal studs can be used for minimum security 
areas. Walls and ceilings may not require reinforcement 
except for structur.al purposes. 

• site. The first land to come available is not necessarily the 
best land for a correctional facility. Choosing the least 
desirable site may make it easier to acquire the property and 
gain community acceptance; however, correctional construction 
is especially sensitive to such factors as topography, 
surrounding land use, available utilities, access and 
climatological conditions .. Saving money on acquiring the sit:e 
can very well result in a substantial increase in cwerall 
construction costs as it becomes necessarY for the design to 
overcome site inadequacies. 

Management Approach. Managenen~ an~r=ach can have a major 
impact on construction cost: c~e fewer the barriers between 
staff and inmates, che ~cre ==~ey ~hat can be saved on ~e 
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initial construction cost. This also reduces the amount of 
security equipment that must be maintained. 

Projec~ C~ntrol and Coordination. It is essential to 
determine the size and purpose of the institution before 
construction begins in order to avoid excessive spending. At 
each step in the planning, design, construction, and opening 
process, rigid control procedures should be followed. While 
some surprises and change orders are inevitable, history shows 
that the greater the emphasis on project control, the fewer 
the cost overruns. One important element of project control 
is coordination between the design team, the user agency, and 
special consultants in such areas as operational planning or 
food service. If all concerned parties work together to 
determine what the facility should contain, design decisions 
will be easier to adhere to and change orders will be 
minimized. 

Use ot Prototypes. It is not advisable to use a protoy~e of 
a men's facility for women, and many jurisdictions only build 
one female facility. Development of prototype women's 
facilities is not feasible on a state level. However, 
research should be done on the national level to facilitate 
development of prototype women' s facilities sui table for 
medium, minimum, or mixed custody levels. South Carolina has 
recently developed a prototype method of construction allowing 
single-cell prisons to be built for approximately $30,000 per 
bed ( as compared to the $ 5 5 , 000 national average); such a 
design could conceivably be modified for female offenders. 

. ~ . 
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SECTION ~V: PROGRAMMING AND DESIGN OPTIONS 

THE PROGRAM DELIVERY SYSTEM CONCEPT 

As the profile of the female offender indicates, the incarcerated 
woman is likely to come from a background of poverty, neglect, and 
abuse. She may have a history of emotional problems linked with 
drug and/or alcohol abuse, as well as poor academic and vocational 
skills and a minimal work history. Female offenders tend to 
recreate II family" relationships with other prisoners, they are less 
likely to engage in violence in the prison setting even in the face 
of crowding, and they maintain family and community ties. As has 
been noted earlier in this document, their behavior is strongly 
influenced by dependency. 

Although some female offenders will identify with the criminal 
culture and may not be open to changing their behavior, the 
potential for a large percentage of this population to benefit from 
programming is high. Therefore, a strong treatment emphasis or 
program delivery system has potential for reducing recidivism. 

Most women's prisons attempt to deliver some programs and services, 
and efforts are being made toward reaching parity with male prisons 
while maintaining a sensitivity to par~nt/child issues. However, 
correctional systems are slow to change, and existing facilities 
were not designed to facilitate new approaches. If a jurisdiction 
is going to build a new facility, the opportunity exists to 
implement innovative approaches to incarceration by designing a 
comprehensive and integrated program delivery system approach. 

The key to a service delivery system is integration. Programs, 
services, and inmate activities combine to provide the prisoner 
with instruction 3.nd experiences to combat her deficits on all 
levels. Every experience the inmate has in the institution--from 
classroom work to job assignment to housing unit atmosphere--is 
part of the treatment experience. ; Because the inmate's deficits 
began at an early age, distorted perceptions and experiences from 
childhood contribute to her ),ow sense of self-esteem, her feelings 
of dependency, and her perceived inability to take control of her 
life. These problems cannot be addressed simply through the 
provision of education and vocational training alone. It is 
necessary to help prisoners change their values and perceptions to 
encourage the belief that education and tra-ining will make a 
difference in her life. Ther.e;ore, programming should seek to 
break through the myths that support continued dependency: lit 
should impart a cohesive message to the inmate that she can choose 
to take control of her future. Furt~er, the system should offer 
practical opportunities for t:he imitate to develop to develop 
l~-~r~~y voc~~~r-a' -a~Q-~~-c s~~~~' ~nd 1oisuro skills: that ____ -'-'" I ~w_wtl ... -I ~ --~.'--."'JI '-\"",J ___ , - --- -

counseling and treatment are available to address problems 
as s oc i.a t:ed -;..ri -=11 subs-=a~ce abuse f :nen-=al-er.to~:'onal distur=ance, 
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self-confidence, and self esteem . 

To structure this process, the inmate's period of incarceration is 
viewed as having several phases. The first phase of her 
imprisonment is diagnostic; she is assessed and her needs defined. 
The second stage is the incarceration phase which focuses on 
problem resolution and skill development. The third phase is pre
release, when the prisoner begins to focus on preparing herself for 
work- release in the community. The last phase is work-release, 
where the focus is on reintegration into the community. 

optimally, this means developing a consistent and total treatment 
environment that provides the inmate with the opportunity to make 
choices and experience the consequences of her decisions. If the 
inmate does not choose to use the opportunities available to her, 
she can be prevented from negatively influencing those who ~o by 
being housed and managed in the manner her behavior requires: All 
personnel should be train~d to support this philosophical approach 
in their communication with inmates so that a consistent message 
is given in everyday interactions between staff and inmates. 

The physical design implications of this approach relies on removal 
of barriers that separate staff and inmates; counselor and program 
staff offices are placed in the housing units where inmates will 
be spending the majority of their time. Every effort is made to 
promote positive staff- inmate interaction. This concept also 
requires designing the facility so that inmates at the same stage 
of progress can be housed together to promote peer support. 

Following describes how the environ.ment would be organized Ll terms 
of sequencing diagnostic assessment, programs, services, and 
activities. 

Reception and Diagnostic Component 

The programming process begins at intake. The newly admitted woman 
is housed in a diagnostic unit during this period. where a 
comprehensive diagnostic profile is assembled. This includes 
social, psychological, academic and vocational, substance abuse 
severity testing, social functioning and a comprehensive medical 
evaluations are cond.ucted. The medical evaluation' is extremely 
important, not only to assess deleterious effects of sub!!tance 
abuse, but also to determine if the woman has sight or hearing 
deficiencies that may interfere"'with her ability to learn. This 
information is used by classification in developing each inmate's 
comprehensive program plan. 

While the woman is housed in this unit, the facility requires that 
she a"C.~end an o=:"an~a,,=:":;:: class; ':.:::"5 :'5 ":..."le ::eginni::.g of the 
orogram delivery system. It orients the women to the facility's 
philosophy and expec~a~:"~n "C.~a"C. she N:"l~ c~oose to avail hersel= 
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of the programming opportunities offered, provides an overview of 
each component, and describes her progression through them. A 
segment of the module speaks to the generic profile of the female 
offender and the forces that come into play to keep her dependent 
and" repeating her cycle of self-destructive behavior, and how the 
programs in the institution can assist her in breaking this 
pattern. A staff representative from each program area, assisted 
by an i.nmate participant, should present the various programs 
offered. At this point the new inmate is also advised of the 
consequences of non-participation, which should be presented in a 
non-punitive way, as a natural consequence of her choice. A 
segment of this module can be dedicated to the usual orientation 
of inmates to rules and regulations, but it should be presented as 
housekeeping facts and not take precedence over the central message 
of the module. 

The woman's first direct involvement in choosing to use what is 
there for her in the system is in development of her individual 
program plan. At this time, given her assessed deficits, 
strengths, and interests, a case manager works with her to develop 
a preliminary program of activity that begins to address her needs. 
This is used by classification staff in determining her initial 
housing assignment. The program plan is developed with incremental 
measurable goals so that the inmate can experience her progress. 
It is regularly updated with her case ~anager. 

The Reception and Diagnostic housing unit should be designed and 
furnished attractively to reinforce the overall facility mission. 
Offices for the diagnostic staff, and spaces for group testing and 
the delivery of orientation modules should be located in it, or 
adjacent to it separated only by large double doors that are left 
open during the day and evening. 

Housing Assignments 

Inmates should be assigned to a housing unit or cluster of units 
based on such considerations as security needs, custody level, and 
program plan. As they demonstrate involvement and progress they 
are reassigned so that the more motivated are housed together. 
These inmates are also provided with a higher level of privileges 
than others. Inmates requiring a higher level of security because 
they are predatory or demonstrate acting out behavior are housed 
together in a separate zone or housing cluster that contains 
required support space. 0 _, 

Housing should be designed to provide some measures of privacy; 
single cells or rooms are optimal, preferable in groupings of eight 
around a small dayroom/lounge type area within a larger housing 
U~~~. ~~is ~ill facil~~ate ~e development of peer cohorts that 
can have positive programming implications. ~ulti~purpose ro~ms 
and individual counseli~g spaces should be prov~ded ~n the hous~ng 
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unit . 

Academic and Vocational Education, Institution Support Work, and 
Prison Industries 

A definite progression exists between literacy, academic education, 
vocational training, and prison industries should be developed that 
links the inmate's assessed academic competency and vocational 
skill level and interests. For example, if a wloman has a very low 
literacy level she may not be at a level where she can participate 
in vocational training that requires her to read technical 
material. In this case, her programming should initially focus on 
literacy training and/or ABE, with a high level of tutorial work, 
balanced by participation in institution support work. A woman who 
has a higher literacy level but does not have her GED may 
participate in a split program of vocational training and academic 
education, with a half-day in each. A woman who has her GED, but 
has no work skills, may have a full time vocational program (which 
may incorporate~institution support work, i.e., food service) and 
an evening or ..... part-time advanced literacy training or higher 
education program. A woman who has completed vocational training, 
or who already has work skills when she enters the facility, may 
work in prison industries and pursue an evening or part-time 
advanced literacy training or higher 'education. 

Whatever the combination, the objective is to develop a program 
plan with the inmate that puts the inmate into programming that 
will address her level of development. We know that she missed 
significant developmental steps; therefore, she must retrace those 
steps. First she must become literate, then learn a skill, then 
be provided with the opportunity to practice that skill in a work 
setting. Because communication skills are key to managing social 
and work situatio'ns, regardless of the individual's level of 
education, she should be expected to upgrade her literacy skills 
while incarcerated. 

In addition to the comments on design for these program areas 
provided elsewhere this document, facility plans would emphasize 
the provision of tutorial space in the housing units for volunteers 
to work with inmates on an individualized basis if this approach 
were used. 

Programming for special Needs' ~, 

Programming to address mental or emotional disturbance and 
substance abuse is an important part of the inmate's overall 
program plan. Unless the underlying issues to these pro~lem~ a~e 
a .... ..:;--"'s-ed ~- ~s "n~i""::>~y -~a- .l-1..,e i-.... "'t::>'s ab i1i "v +-0 !lla'nt""n ~n ~"""" .. t;jO';::' ,..&.._ _ _.I. ._ .. -a.__ .... ,"". __ • ..1. __ • .MJ.\,.- _ _ __ '-_ - • _ .. _-

the community will last regardless of how her ability to function 
on an academic and voca~ional level l":ave i:::proved . 
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If the woman is mentally illf her program plan must be developed 
in conjunction with the mental health staff who are responsible for 
her treatment plan so that both are compatible and target realistic 
goals. This is important not only while she is in the institution, 
but also for preparing her return to the community on parole; 
aftercare planning will be a significant issue for these inmates 
when they reach pre-release. 

Emotional disturbance is common among female prisoners and will 
need to be addressed in the general counseling arena or, depending 
on severity, through mental health counseling. Women who have been 
sexually abused or undergone some other significant physical abuse 
must receive counseling that focuses specifically on these issues. 
Resolution of them is key to her development of self esteem and her 
perceived ability to keep control of her life once she has returned 
to the community, where she will have to combat the very forces 
that contributed to her self perception in the first place. These 
same issues often underlie substance abuse, which is a problem for 
a large percentage of the female population. 

Treatment for substance abuse and emotional disturbance should be 
addressed in conjunction with the inmate's need to develop other 
skills and so should be interwoven into her overall plan. As she 
moves into the work release phase of he~ incarceration, transition 
and linkage to community-based resources must be made so that she 
can continue to receive the support and services she will need as 
she reintegrates back into the community. If a woman's addiction 
problem is severe, she will need intensive treatment that is 
transitional in nature (provides intensive residential, pre
release, and community aftercare programming), which provides the 
extra support she will need to successfully transition back into 
the communi ty. If this is not available in the correctional 
system, her program plan may be developed to include admission to 
an intensive community based residential treatment program instead 
of work release. 

Development of specialized treatment units, mental health 
counseling space to serve inmates in general population, and the 
provision of adequate individual and group counseling space in the 
housing units, are described more compt"ehensively under "Programs", 
above. 

Socialization Programs - ~. 

A significant proportion of female offenders become incarcerated 
because of crimes they cor~itted as accessories to crimes committed 
by men with whom they were involved. In addition, female offenders 
often exhibit disto:c':ed oe:-::eoticns 0:: t..~ei= roles and their 
relationshios with men. Th-e fact that physical, sexual, and mental 
abuse have characterized -:~ese relat:i.onships coes li-=-=le -=0 C!lange 
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inmates' ability to break the self-destructive cycle. It is widely 
acknowledged that incarcerated women suffer from low self-esteem. 
One of the keys to this problem lies in the inmate's view of 
herse'lf . in this context. Socialization programs . provide a. strong 
vehicle for teaching female inmates new values pertinent to their 
roles as women. 

Socialization programs include parenting/family programs, life 
skills, and job readiness, they are key elements of the program 
service delivery systeln. All of the program offerings discussed 
in this document should emphasize teaching appropriate social 
interactions, good work habits, and development of the kind of 
behavior needed to hold a job in the community. The parenting 
program should be a pre-requisite for inmates wanting to 
participate in an overnight child visitation program, if the 
facility decides to develop one. The life skills and job readiness 
programs are emphasized when the inmate is in the pre-releas~phase 
of her incarceration. 

As part of this phase and life skills programming the inmate should 
also begin to develop concrete plans for her release that will be 
incorporated into her parole plan. This plan is developed with the 
inmates case manager and should address, in realistic and concrete 
terms, work, family, social, and recreational goals for her to 
achieve while in work release and on· parole. This plan transfers 
wi th her when she moves to work release itt the community . 

A specially designed life skills lab and alternative design options 
for the child visitation program are discussed in the "Programs" 
section of this report. 

Work Rel.ease 

During the work release phase of incarceration, it is essential 
that the program services delivery system include. continued support 
for these women as they begin to transition back into the 
community. As part of her planning process the inmate will have 
identified realistic goals for herself and will need encouragement 
and assistance to achieve them. She will also need continued 
support group, substance abuse, and other counseling assistance 
which can either be provided in-house or through linkage to 
community agencies. optimally, some support of this kind should 
be provided by community corrections staff to ease her transition 
from corrections to community hased support. 

One of the most important services offered in this phase is job 
development assistance to open up employment opportunities ~or 
these women that will use the skills they have learned wlule 
i~carcerated. Although it may take longer for these women to find 
work using these skills, it is important that job developmen~ s~aff 
no~ sUCC'..l:nO to the ternp-:aticn 0:: u:::-;ing t!le ~ .• jCI:le..., to take t!le fi=st 
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available work opportunity if it does not~ the benefits of such 
actions are usually shor~ lived in that the woman will not remain 
in the job if it is not satisfying. 

If the work release center is to operate out of the new or 
converted facility, design of this minimum custody space should 
include sufficient multi-purpose space to accommodate support 
groups and meetings. In addition, offices for job development 
staff will be needed and a work room with telephones and 
typewriters for the to women to make the telephone calls and write 
the letters necessary as part of their job search effort. Housing 
at this stage of their incarceration can be similar to the 
apartments used for minimum custody women in the Minnesota Facility 
at Shakopee; dormitory space arranged to provide some privacy is 
also acceptable. 

A DESIGN PHILOSOPHY FOR WOMEN'S INSTITUTIONS 

Managing female inmates requires a different approach from the 
typical men's facility. Similarly, the' design of a facility 
dedicated to female prisoners should be responsive to those 
differences. It should use the opportunity to create an 
environment that is conducive to changing the inmate's pattern of 
criminality while assuring the safety and security of the public, 
staff, and other prisoners. Several aspects of a facility design 
are different when planning environments for incarcerated females. 
The following summarizes the major points of this report. 

Facility Image 

Assul'l'ling that the stated and publicly accepted mission of the 
facility to be designed is the incarceration of female offenders, 
the institution's image can project a more residential, rather than 
institutional, atmosphere. Withou~ compromising the security of 
the facility, the design of a women's institution offers the unique 
opportunity to translate programmatic requirements for smaller 
spaces into an image that more closely resembles a college campus. 
The facility need not convey the traditionally foreboding prison 
image. Rather, it should suggest an environment where habits can 
be changed to enhance the potential for a crime-free life following 
incarceration. 

From the staff's perspective, the~.image of a women's facility can 
be supported by an architectural design that reflects a higher 
degree of decentralization of services and programs. Each housing 
unit should become more centrally focused as the prime area within 
which living, working, learning, recrea1:ion, and self-improvemen1: 
ac~~vities oc~~. The staf= in ~ ~ewly designed women's facility 
should expect that its scale, use of materials, colors, and types 
0 .;:: s .... ace---;l' ... ~.::'ieC- 1n-="'-=s- in i-c"''''ase~ ·~-'r.":1""'wnira+-~on ::>,..~ ...t:J w .... ",-_J._ '- __ '--__ '- _. _"'4 -- ...... - .... -.... -- "-- ...... -
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interaction both bet~ee~ staff and inmates and among the inmates 
themselves. 

Similar to the staff's perspective, the inillates of the new facility 
should perceive it to foster a higher degree of personal 
im:eraction and attention to individual needs. This should be 
reflected in a design that provides an adequate number and type of 
spaces for individual and small group counseling. An inmate 
incarcerated within a newly designed women's facility should find 
security measures and devices, but their presence should reflect 
less emphasis upon the traditional (male) institutional approach. 
The image of the women's facility of the '90s should stress, 
through both design and management, programming and opportunities 
for self-improvement rather than incapacitation and suppression. 
This can come about through choice of materials, equipment, 
furnishings, colors, and unobtrusive security. 

security concept 

Traditionally, security and its concomitant design and construction 
have placed a high degree of emphasis upon barriers and control 
devices. In the women's facility of the 90s, security should be 
achieved first through the operational/ interactional concept of the 
facility and, secondly, through barriers. While security should 
not be minimized in a women's facility, the perimeter need not be 
characterized by a traditional double fence/razor ribbon enclosure . 
Although perimeter fencing will be required for certain security 
levels, a direct transfer of the double-fence configuration from 
men's to women's facilities should be carefully studied prior to 
its automatic acceptance as the correct design response. A single 
fence--in excess of twelve feet in height and with climbing 
restraints--should not only meet the security requirements of a 
facility for women but should also represent a much smaller capital 
investment. 

The internal security features of a women's facility can place less 
emphasis upon traditional barriers (e.g., sallyports, motion 
detection devices, and tightly controlled circulation corridors) . 
Without compromising security, the interior design should 
capitalize on the effectiveness and low cost associated with the 
use of industrial rather than high security hardware. Overall, one 
might expect less emphasis upon devices and barriers and a higher 
level of design attention given to direct and casual supervision 
of female activitias by instit~~io~al st~ff. 

:-::s ;:er:e=i"':5 == =.ece~~==.:~==d ::ar:age:::er:.'t. ~::'a"':. ha~,re been 
de~onstrated in men's facilities can also be transferred to women's 
.l~5~:.-=u~.:..ons. ac=::::::p~:..sr:. "'"""--,....---::l-;:::a_ .. -

~ - - "'=' - _ ... _ •• - .... ---
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objectives, the higher the degree of decentralization of activities 
and programs to the housing units, the greater the opportunity for 
enhanCed staff/inmate interaction. In all likelihood, the 
programmatic requirements in women's institutions will focu~ less 
on large industry-scale work programs and more on an office or 
residential type of environment for inmate work activities. This 
offers a unique opportunity to develop smaller, more human scale 
spaces for the majority of operations and services. 

The design of the housing unit is key to facilitating the overall 
decentralized prograa~ing concept that can be more effective in the 
operation of women's facilities. Each housing unit becomes a 
central focus for most of the inmate's daily routine. 

Programs 

Supporting the wide range of programs and services that should be 
available to the female offender, the design of the women's 
institution should provide more individual and small group spaces. 
These spaces should be des ignE.~d us ing material s , furni ture, and 
colors that encourag'e communication and support the programmatic 
concept of choice and change. 

Continuing the linkage between the female offender and her family 
(and/or outside support system) is essential in support of the 

• 

rehabilitative process. Family visitation offers a unique • 
opportunity to orchestrate the inmate's eventual re-entry into 
society and possible return to the family setting. To encourage 
this, visitation areas should be designed to take into account the 
greater number of children that will participate. Smaller, more 
intimate, and more residential scale visiting space should be 
encouraged by the des ign. Al though controvers ial among some 
facility operators, the women's prison of the 90s should explore 
the possibility of creating family visitation centers which permit 
overnight supervised visits within the institutional setting. 
Again, design emphasis should be upon the creation of more 
residential, rather than institutional, "climates." 

Recreation is a key component of an inmate's daily routine. 
However, differing from the traditional male institution, the 
typical female offender normally would be involved in aerobic, 
rather than team, activities. This will affect the need for a 
large open playing field which so often characterizes men's 
institutions but are generally unde:::-utili:::ed in rNo~eh' s· 
facilities. outdoor spaces that encourage walking, group 
conversation, and private reflection are more important than 
t=aditional softball- or football-sized fields. 

S i::tila= to tile emphasis :'n cu'tdcor =ec::aation b£;;'~g C!"l =0=9 

intimatelv sized soaces, the desian of indoor area~~~such as the .. - ~ .. 
gymnasium and dayroom, should ===:=c-:: a ::es:':=et: "Co c.ece~ ... =al:'z:= 
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activities and encourage s~a~~ g==up interaction. While the larcre 
traditional gymnasium affords a mUlti-use type space, the 
sUbstitution of a multi-purpose room could be very appropriate. 

Conclusion 

One of the great difficulties facing the designer of women's 
institutions is the desire of many departments of correction to 
create "flexibility" that permits the ultimate use of women's 
facilities for male inmates. Many of the decent.ralized service 
benefits for women also apply to men. However, if the initial and 
long-term planned use of the facility is for female offenders, then 
the designer should recognize the historical physiological and 
biological differences between men and women and develop design 
solutions that maximize the opportunities associates with these 
differences. This can mean less emphasis upon expensive barriers, 
hardware, and institutionalized spaces and a greater degree of 
commitment to a more normative and residential environment. 

Designing a women's facility for the 90s offers a greater 
opportunity to make the totality of the environment support a 
treatment-oriented program. One might expect that the more 
tradi tional double-tiered open dayroom concept (found in men's 
facilities constructed during the 1970s and 80s) could be replaced 
by a single-story, smaller living unit of a more residential scale. 
In addition, the use of open space for circulation, colors to 
support different types of environmental conditions I and 
furnishings that reflect the generally accepted behavioral 
characteristics of women might not only foster the opportunity for 
self-improvement but also result in institutions that are less 
expensive to construct and maintain. 

- ~ . 
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Maximum Security 
Facility for Women 
Marianna, Florida 

The maximum security 54 bed 
co"finement facility for Federal 
female inmates is separated from 
the main Federal Correctional 
Institution but located within its 
penmeter fencl!. The introverted 
pian. modelled on a monastary 
concept. is designed as an 
autonomous prison with full 
support facilitJes including 
education. UNICOR industry, food 
seNtce. recreation, medical and a 
six-bed administrative 
detention/sl!9l1!9ation area. The 
buddings enclose a central secure 
courtyard. which allows circulation 
between activity areas and 
maintains ViSUal and vert:lal 
isolation from the main prison. 
The Unit maintains a separate 
control center and vehicle and 
pedestJian sallyport . 
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SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS 

WOMEN'S FACILITY SCHEMATIC DESIGNS 
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Re·caption and Diagnostic Typical Housing Level • 
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~dmonton Young Offender Centre • Edmonton, Alberta, Canada 

ITECT'S STATEMENT 

This facility has been designed to 
rovide both temporary detention 
rd secure custody beds for the 

12· to 17·year-old youths who 
"ew come under the new Young 
,ifenders Act introduced in 1984 . 

I he building security is achieved 
:r.rough the use of the bUilding 

welope that forms the line of 
~curity in lieu of an extenor 

,.mced compound. The outdoor 
playing fields. however, w:1I be 

ithin a fenced security spae:e, 
.,d in the event of total evacua· 

.,.)n, all those exiting the building 
wiil do so to a controlled area. 

he residential area. developed 
11 the living unit concept. fea

tures two groupings to house two 
::assifications of residents. These 

'oupings are separated from 
3.ch other. but share facilities for 

aducation, recreation. health 
~are. chapel. visiting, and food 

:rvices. A low-profile, one-story 
.Jilding, this facility has sloped 

;:ofs over the living units to 

•

.. -.q a residential ar,d homelike 
,1ment. 
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WOMEN'S FACILI~Y DESIGN CHECKLIS~ 

This checklist was developed from the poposed Third Edition of 
American Correctional Association Standards, Facility Design 
Checklist. Modifications were made to acc01nmodat.:e the unique 
requirements necessary for designing a womenls correctional 
facility. 

I. Perimeter Security and site 

Does the perimeter security system provide for no more 
than 45 seconds between the enunciation of a perimeter 
alarm event and a response/interception by a perimeter 
patrol officer? 

Does the building envelope provide the primary security 
perimeter? 

Are there no more than two access/egress points through 
the perimeter security fence? 

Does the building footprint occupy 20 percent or less of 
the site area? 

Does the s~~e permit adequate site circulation and 
service/delivery area? 

Is there adequate staff and visitor parking, and is the 
parking located near the appropriate access point? 

II. i'acility Administration 

Is the administrative area directly accessible to the 
public? ' 

Does the design of the administrative area permit casual 
observation of inmate areas? 

III. Security services 

Can the communication/control center console be operated 
by one person? 

Is the central control area impenetrable, providing at 
least one hour's protection against an assault? 

Does the design provide adequate space for full-shift 
training and/or muster? 

'. 



IV. 

.' 

support services 

A. Food Service 

Does the design of the food service area permit up to 
four days' worth of food items to be stores adjacent to 
the food preparation area? 

If dining is centralized, is there casual observation of 
this area from a staff dining area? 

• Is 20 to 25 net square feet of space provided per inmate 
in the central dining area, based on the maximum number 
of inmates that would be present at one time? 

Are there accommodations for salad bars? 

B. Medical/Health Care 

Does the design provide both a clinic (for sick call and 
outpatient treatment) and an infirmary (for inpatient 
care)? 

Is the medical area located in close proximity to the 
housing units? 

Is the pharmacy area properly secured from inmate access? 

Are there separate areas for' examination and treatment 
in the clinic areas? 

Are records stored with restricted access? 

Does the nurses' station have direct sight lines to all 
inmate areas in the medical areas? 

Is the infirmary located furthest from routine inmate 
access in the medical area? 

Is there dedicated space for gynecological and pre-natal 
care? 

Is there training space for health education? 

Is there dedicated spa~e for mental health treatment? 

Is there triage space located in the housing unit? 

C. Laundry Services 

Is the laundry located in close proximity'to the clothing 
issue area? 

'II r t J 
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• Is the laundry located near a loading dock? 

• Are laundry facilities located on the housing unit for 
personal laundry? 

D. Commissary 

• Is the commissary storage/preparation/distribution area 
located in a central secured area near a loading dock? 

Is the commissary menu-driven, with 
accommodations for items women need? 

E. Mechanical/storage Areas 

appropriate 

• Are the mechanical and storage areas centrally located? 

• Are the mechanical and storage areas secure, with 
restricted inmate access? 

F. Maintenance Shops 

• Are the tool storage areas in the maintenance shops 
secure? 

•• Is there a separate storage area for paint and other 
flammable material? 

• Are the maintenance shops located centrally near a 
loading dock? 

v. program Services 

• 

A. Recreation 

Are there outdoor recreation courtyards adjacent to each 
dayroom in the housing units? 

Is there a centralized mUlti-purpose recreation area? 

Is an exercise trail available to irunates within the 
compound? 

• Are small areas dedicated to p,assive recreation? 

• Is there space for aerobic exercise and exercise 
equipment? 

• 

Does the recreation supervisor's office permit casual 
and/or direct observation of recreation areas? 

Is the centralized recreation area located in close 
proximity to the housing units? 



• Has additional personal grooming space been provided 
beyond that available near the bathroom sinks? 

Are appropriate electrical outlets available for the use 
hair dryers and other personal care appliances with 
casual supervision? 

Does the design and placement of the officer's station 
permit direct observation of all areas in the living 
unit, including the outdoor recreation courtyard? 

Is there a minimum of 12 s~lare feet of window with a 
view to the outside and an additional one square foot of 
window for each windowless 'cell provided in the dayroom? 

Are all close or maximum custody cells single occupancy? 

VII. Circulation and Sight Lines 

Does the facility promote the orderly movement of inmates 
from one area to another? 

Is public acCess into secure' areas limited? 

Have all "blind spots" been eliminated? 

VIII. Environmental Conditions 

Does the facility provide the number of fixtures required 
in the Third Edition Standards? 

Can the facility maintain the established comfort range 
of 68F to 84F for all seasons operations? 

Has a qualified acoustical specialist evaluated the 
facility (plans) to confirm compliance with the Third 
Edition standards? 

Has a qualified ventilation specialist confirmed the air 
exchange requirements established in the Third Edition 
Standards? . ~ 

Are provisions made to allow inmates maximum control over 
temperature and lighting in the living units? 

• 

• 
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